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Abstract

SATCOM is a critical capability that is increasingly in demand among civilian and military users.
The past several years have seen a dramatic increase in electronic warfare capabilities available to
potential adversaries that will pose a significant threat to SATCOM systems. Additionally, the circuit-
oriented architecture of current SATCOM systems is ill-suited to support future traffic demands and a
random multiple-access mode that can dynamically adapt to user traffic, as well as the number of users,
will be required for future systems. Given that military operations often take place in contested
environments, future systems must also be able to operate in the presence of complex and powerful
interference platforms.

This thesis proposes a combined system using the slotted ALOHA protocol as its random multiple-
access scheme along with direct sequence spread spectrum coding to provide channel robustness and low
probability of detection. We estimate the transmission power achievable by a transportable interferer
using commercially available technologies and develop limits on the maximum channel capacity
achievable for different numbers of channels operating in the same frequency band. We show that the
combined system can support a large number of channels operating at low data rates when the interferer
is present, and higher data rates under benign circumstances.

We also investigate the stability of the slotted ALOHA control algorithm under dynamically varying
traffic loads and show that the system remains uncongested as long as the average traffic load is kept
below the maximum throughput of the channel. The system is shown to be able to return to an
uncongested state after periods of time where the traffic load exceeds the maximum throughput of the
channel. Two methods for implementing dual-class service are developed and their effects on throughput
and latency are discussed.

Finally, we anticipate attack strategies an interferer may use to target the physical and media
access control layers of the system and develop techniques for mitigating these attacks. A technique
known as code switching is developed and shown to significantly improve the system's robustness to
attacks targeting both the physical and media access control layers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A defining feature of conflicts involving the U.S. military over the past two decades has been its

unchallenged use of space-based assets for command, control, communications, and reconnaissance.

Space systems have provided a tremendous advantage to U.S. forces by enabling capabilities such as

precision airstrikes, satellite imagery, and communication to infrastructureless areas. Due to the

technological inferiority of the U.S. military's recent opponents, space has been taken for granted as an

uncontested domain. The availability of space-based assets is integral to significant portions of U.S.

military strategy and any disruption in these systems would have significant consequences for future

military operations.

The U.S. military's reliance on space-based assets, particularly communication systems, has not gone

unnoticed by its rivals. Anti-satellite (ASAT) capabilities have proliferated around the world in recent years

and electronic warfare (EW) systems in particular have improved dramatically [1]. Additionally, this

increasing availability of commercially available components with significant EW capabilities will enable

new players to operate in the space domain. Unlike ASAT systems, EW systems interfere with the signals

transmitted and received by satellite communication (SATCOM) systems and can therefore attack

SATCOM systems terrestrially without the added cost of being sent into space, and often without

confirmed attribution. For this reason, EW capabilities will likely proliferate much faster than ASAT

technologies and will pose the most significant threat to U.S. SATCOM systems.
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Unfortunately, current SATCOM systems are ill-suited to meet the growing threat posed by the

proliferation of EW technologies. A new generation of SATCOM systems is needed which can operate in

an increasingly contested space environment and meet an evolving set of user requirements.

1.1 Future SATCOM Requirements and Current Systems

In order to survive in a contested space environment, future SATCOM systems must be robust in the sense

that they can operate effectively in the presence of strong and deliberate interference. Future systems

must also have a low probability of intercept (LPI) by an adversary in order for them to service users who

need to operate undetected, such as special forces and stealth aircraft. In addition to mitigating the threat

from new EW capabilities, future SATCOM systems must also be able to service a very large number of

user terminals' with traffic that is often bursty in nature. Given that many of these terminals will be on

highly mobile platforms, future SATCOM systems must be able to dynamically adjust to user traffic while

remaining as efficient as possible in allocating channel resources. In light of these challenging user

requirements, a Defense Science Board Task Force has recommended that future SATCOM systems

employ a random multiple-access scheme to allow a large number of users to share a single channel [2].

A final requirement for future SATCOM systems is that they be able to support different levels of service

[3]. Future systems must be able to provide minimal delay for priority communications while achieving as

high a throughput as possible for remaining traffic.

While current SATCOM systems satisfy the requirement for a robust channel through their use of

frequency hopping, they cannot provide sufficient LPI, nor can they support the desired number of user

terminals. Frequency hopping in high frequency bands has typically been regarded as a good LPI scheme,

but advances in signal processing, particularly in analog-to-digital converters and fast processors, are

1 Most likely on the order of 100,000 terminals.
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rendering this strategy obsolete. Additionally, the quasi-static nature of the circuit-oriented architecture

employed by current SATCOM systems does not scale well and is unsuitable for servicing a large number

of users with bursty traffic. For these reasons, new SATCOM systems are needed that are dynamic and

robust, provide sufficiently low LPI, have an adaptive anti-interference capability, incorporate a random

multiple-access scheme, and support different levels of service.

1.2 A Potential Solution for Future Systems

While updates at all levels of SATCOM systems are necessary to meet the requirements for future systems,

changes to subsystems in the physical and media access control (MAC) layers will play the largest role in

satisfying these requirements. Using the spread spectrum technique known as direct sequence (DS)

spreading is a promising physical layer solution to provide robustness and an increased degree of LPI to a

satellite channel. Additionally, as a form of code division multiple access (CDMA), DS spreading naturally

lends itself to supporting multiple channels in a single frequency band. A potential solution at the MAC

layer is the use of a multiple random-access ALOHA protocol to provide a dynamic system response to

user traffic. An added benefit of the ALOHA protocol is that it requires very little coordination between

users and the receiver, which is desirable for highly mobile systems that commonly experience brief

channel outages.

The work in this thesis explores the merits of a combined DS/ALOHA scheme as a potential physical and

MAC layer solution to the requirements for future SATCOM systems. The performance of a DS/ALOHA

channel as part of a SATCOM system is simulated under various conditions to determine the capacity and

robustness of the system. Additionally, modifications to both the DS spreading technique and the ALOHA

control algorithm are developed in order to mitigate various interference strategies.
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1.3 Thesis Scope and Organization

The following is a brief description of the scope and organization of this thesis, by chapter:

Chapter 2 outlines the proposed system description and reviews the direct sequence spread spectrum

technique as well as the ALOHA MAC protocol. System parameters are recommended for the system such

as antenna beam width, transmission power, and processing gain. Next, the maximum power available to

a transportable interferer is developed and used to estimate the system's maximum achievable capacity

under benign and hostile conditions. Finally, the vulnerability of frequency hopping to hostile detection is

analyzed and its LPI characteristics are compared with direct sequence spreading.

Chapter 3 briefly reviews the Rivest Algorithm [4] as a method for controlling an ALOHA channel and

examines the algorithm's stability. Performance metrics including the number of backlogged packets in

the system and the expected system delay are developed and applied to simulations of an ALOHA channel

controlled by the Rivest Algorithm under various traffic loads. These simulations include the delayed

feedback present in a real satellite channel. A method for providing two different classes of service is also

developed and simulated in this chapter.

Chapter 4 examines physical layer strategies for defending against deliberate interference. Onboard signal

processing is analyzed as a means to prevent power robbing by an interferer. Direct sequence spreading

combined with repeat coding is also evaluated as a means to mitigate pulsed and channel-selective

interferers. Additionally, the concept of code switching is also developed in this chapter and its ease of

implementation is briefly discussed.

Chapter 5 explores strategies for defending against attacks on the MAC layer. The impact of a stationary

interferer on the throughput and stability achieved by the Rivest Algorithm is explored, and a modified
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Rivest Algorithm with user authentication is developed to mitigate this attack. Code switching is

demonstrated to provide superior protection against the stationary interferer and also prevents the

interferer from spoofing collisions on hole slots.

Chapter 6 summarizes the main results of the thesis and suggests additional work to further improve

future SATCOM systems. Other areas for improvement in SATCOM systems are also identified.
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Chapter 2

System Description and Threat Estimate

This chapter outlines the physical and MAC layers of the DS/ALOHA system, briefly reviews DS spectrum

spreading as a technique to provide robustness, and presents the ALOHA protocol as a method for

providing random multiple-access to a large number of users2 .The channel and total system capacities of

the DS/ALOHA system are shown to support a large number of high data rate channels under benign

circumstances. Additionally, the LPI characteristics of DS spectrum spreading and frequency hopping are

compared and frequency hopping is shown to be vulnerable to detection due to advances in analog-to-

digital converter (ADC) technology. Next, the capabilities of a transportable interference platform are

estimated and are shown to pose a significant threat to future SATCOM systems. Finally, the effect of a

transportable interferer on the DS/ALOHA system is analyzed and is shown to justify the need for antenna

nulling at the satellite's receiver.

2.1 System Description

The DS/ALOHA system proposed in this thesis is composed of a channel utilizing DS spreading and an

ALOHA protocol controlled by the Rivest Algorithm that manages user transmissions. Under this scheme,

each channel uses its own DS code and maintains its own control parameter for the ALOHA protocol. In

order to increase robustness3 channels can routinely change which DS code they are using in a manner

2 The outstanding question of the effect of the feedback delay on this system will be addressed in Chapter 3.
3 See Chapter 4's discussion of code switching.
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that appears random to an outside observer. Thus, for the purposes of this thesis, a channel in the

DS/ALOHA system is considered to be a specific pattern of DS codes used by a single group of users

governed by its own ALOHA protocol. It is important to make the distinction between the channel

described here and the frequency band it occupies. Multiple DS codes can be used over the same

frequency band simultaneously, and therefore a single frequency band will have multiple channels. This

concept is somewhat counterintuitive since a channel is often synonymous with the frequency band it

occupies. A more thorough description of the physical and MAC layers of the system is given in the

following two sections.

2.1.1 Physical Layer Description

The primary feature of the physical layer is the spread spectrum scheme it uses. The purpose of a spread

spectrum system is to spread a signal over a larger bandwidth than is necessary for that signal's

transmission [5]. The spreading of a signal in DS spreading is accomplished by multiplying the data

sequence4 by a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence whose elements have values of +1 and are changing at a

faster rate than the data sequence [6]. The resulting signal will use the same underlying modulation

scheme, but will appear to have a data rate equal to the rate of the PN sequence and will therefore occupy

a larger bandwidth [6]. The data sequence is recovered at the receiver by correlating the received signal

and multiplying the resulting sequence by the same PN sequence used at the transmitter [6]. Fig. 1

contains a conceptual diagram of the spreading and recovery process for a DS signal.

4 It is assumed here that the data sequence only takes on values +1.
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Fig. 1 Diagram of DS Signal Spreading and Recovery

An important parameter when discussing the DS spread spectrum technique is the processing gain Gp,

which is defined as the ratio between the bit period of the data sequence and the symbol period of the

PN sequence. The processing gain is effectively a measure of how much signal spreading occurs beyond

the bandwidth required to transmit the underlying signal. Noting that bit period is the inverse of signal

bandwidth, it is shown in [5] that the processing gain can also be expressed as:

G ,S (2.1)W
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where W, is the bandwidth of the spread signal and Wd is the bandwidth to the data signal before

spreading. It is also shown in [5] that the processing gain is proportional to the power advantage of a DS

signal over a broadband interferer, regardless of how it distributes its power. Thus, as long as an interferer

does not know the particular DS PN code being used, it must transmit Gp times more power to the receiver

than the DS signal to be received with equal power. It is this power advantage that is the primary source

of robustness for the DS/ALOHA system.

In order to preserve the power advantage afforded to the DS signal by the processing gain, it is necessary

to develop PN codes with long periods that are difficult to reconstruct from a short segment of intercepted

code [5]. It is also necessary to routinely change the DS code used by a signal since consecutive

transmissions using the same code will greatly increase the likelihood of an adversary acquiring the DS

code being used. An adversary that obtains the channel's DS code can eliminate the processing gain of

the signal by transmitting an interfering signal spread using the same DS code as the channel. For these

reasons, the DS/ALOHA system will switch the DS code it is using to transmit after every 10 data bit

periods 5. This technique will be referred to as code switching. An advantage of using code switching is

that the transmitter can routinely vary its transmission parameters to avoid detection by an adversary

without requiring resynchronization by the receiver since changing channel's the DS code does not affect

the phase or timing of the transmitted signal.

In addition to using the DS code switching scheme outlined previously, several system parameters are

assumed for the physical layer. The DS/ALOHA system is assumed to operate over a bandwidth of 1 GHz

centered at 44.5 GHz in the 43.5 to 45.5 GHz DOD EHF satellite uplink frequency band [7]. Additionally,

the receiver is assumed to be mounted on a satellite operating in a geosynchronous orbit at an altitude

s The choice of 10 data bit periods is motivated by the results in Chapter 5.
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of 35,786 kilometers with an antenna diameter of 3 meters. In order to withstand strong interference, it

is assumed that all user terminals are designed to have 10 watts available for transmission and use an

aperture antenna with a beam width of 10 degrees.

2.1.2 MAC Layer Description

The MAC layer of the proposed system uses an ALOHA multiple random-access protocol with a back-off

scheme controlled by the Rivest Algorithm'. A slotted ALOHA protocol is used which divides the channel

into time slots for user transmissions7 . Each user that has a packet to send during the current time slot

will transmit it with a probability q specified by the control algorithm at the satellite receiver that is

broadcast to the users. Under the slotted ALOHA protocol, each time slot will contain a hole, a success, or

a collision. A hole occurs when no users transmit during a time slot. A success occurs when only one user

transmits during a time slot, resulting in a single packet being successfully received. A collision occurs

when two or more users transmit during a time slot, resulting in interfering packet transmissions, none of

which are received successfully. Therefore, the only time a successful transmission occurs is during a

success slot. Packets that collide become backlogged and will attempt to retransmit with probability q on

subsequent slots.

The slotted ALOHA model assumes that the arrivals of users to the system form a Poisson process with

rate A and that each arrival and each packet originates from a different user [8]. Using the approximation

[8] that the total number of transmissions from both new arrivals and backlogged packets is a Poisson

random variable with parameter G > A, the departure rate of the ALOHA system is equal to the

6 See Chapter 3 for an explanation of the Rivest Algorithm.
' The timing is acquired through the same algorithms used for processing satellites.
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probability that a success occurs on a time slot, which is Ge-G [8]. Note that the parameter G models the

total attempted transmission rate of the system. A plot of departure rate versus G is shown in Fig. 2.

-G ----- ---

Ge-G

I-

Arrival Rate, A
E I bria
Equilibria

G G

Total Attempted Transmission Rate, G

Fig. 2 Slotted ALOHA Departure Rate vs. Attempted Transmission Rate

We see from Fig. 2 we see that the maximum departure rate achievable by the slotted ALOHA system is

e- 1, which occurs at G = 1. Since the departure rate of packets from the system is equivalent to its

throughput, the slotted ALOHA protocol has a maximum throughput of e- 1 ~ 0.3678. While e- 1 is a

relatively low maximum throughput, it must be kept in mind that the primary advantage of an ALOHA

system is the low coordination that is required between users and the receiver. We also see from Fig. 2

that there are two equilibria for arrival rates smaller than e- 1 that occur at GE, and GE2 . At these points,

the system's departure rate is equal to its arrival rate, and the backlog is expected to be small. However,

for values of G greater than GE 2 , the system departure rate is less than its arrival rate and runaway

instability occurs as the system backlog grows to infinity [8]. For this reason, it is important to implement
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a control scheme to ensure that the system remains stable and is biased as close to the maximum

departure rate of e- 1 as possible. The DS/ALOHA system discussed in this thesis uses the Rivest Algorithm

to stabilize its slotted ALOHA protocol.

2.1.3 System Capacity under Benign Circumstances

An important performance metric of the DS/ALOHA system is its capacity since the system must be able

to support a large number of channels at sufficiently high data rates in order to be viable as a future

SATCOM system. It is assumed here that the uplink to the SATCOM system will be the limiting factor on

system capacity. An upper bound on the channel capacity of the uplink can be easily developed using the

Shannon limit which has the following form [9]:

C = W 1og2 (1+ SNR) , (2.2)

where C is the maximum channel capacity in bits per second (Bps), Wd is the data signal bandwidth in

Hertz (Hz), and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. Under benign circumstances, the signal-to-noise ratio can

be expressed as [9]:

SNR =ETXGRXFp (2.3)
WdNO + (Nc - 1)fcoETxGRXF, '

where ETx is the effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of a user, GRX is the gain of the receiver's

antenna, F is the signal path loss, No is the power spectral density in watts per Hz of the ambient channel

noise, Nc is the number of DS channels occupying the same frequency band, and fco is the co-channel

interference factor modelling the fraction of power from other DS channels that is present as interference

in the channel of interest. The co-channel interference factor is determined by the construction of the DS
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codes being used. It is assumed in this thesis that maximal linear sequences are used for the system's DS

codes. For a family of maximal linear sequences, fc, has the following form [10]:

fco = , (2.4)
2ns - 1

where 6(T) is the cross-correlation function between the maximal linear sequence of interest and the

other maximal linear sequences being used, 2ns - 1 is the period of the maximal linear sequences, and

ns is the number of shift registers used to generate the sequences. The cross-correlation function is itself

a function of ns and has the following upper bound [10]:

1 (T) I (2(ns+1)/2 + 1 for ns odd (2.5)
2(ns+2)/2 + 1 for ns even ns * mod 4

Since the cross-correlation of two DS spread signals decreases with increasing sequence length until the

sequence begins to repeat, it is assumed that the entire chipping sequence is used for each data bit period.

Under this assumption, the processing gain Gp is equal to the sequence period since the sequence

maximum chipping rate is 2ns - 1. Thus, the processing gain can only take on values that satisfy 2ns - 1,

where ns is a positive integer. A plot of maximum channel capacity C under benign circumstances versus

the processing gain of the channel for various numbers of channels Nc is given in Fig. 3. See Appendix A.1

for a derivation of the values of ETx, GRX, F, Wd, and No used in (2.3) to produce the results in Fig. 3.

Note that the number of shift registers ns used to generate the DS codes governs both the maximum

channel capacity and the processing gain in Fig. 3 since GP = 2"s - 1. Also note that there cannot be more

channels than the number of DS codes available, which is 2ns + 1 GP. Therefore, the additional

requirement that Nc !5 GP is included in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Maximum Channel Capacity (Bps) vs. Processing Gain for Benign Channel

We see from Fig. 3 that channel capacity monotonically decreases with increasing processing gain because

the capacity gained from a reduction in co-channel interference is less than the capacity lost due to the

reduction in data bandwidth that results from an increase in processing gain. It should be noted that under

benign circumstances, the DS/ALOHA system can support up to 10,000 channels operating at 436 kBps

with a processing gain of 16,383 or 1,000 channels operating at 4.3 MBps with a processing gain of 1023.

This is a significant improvement in the number of available channels over current circuit-based SATCOM

systems. Note that the equation in Fig. 3 is (2.2) with substitutions from (2.3), (2.4), and GP = 2"s - 1.

From Fig. 3 it is evident that there is a tradeoff between the number of channels and the data rate each

channel can support. However, the appropriate number of channels to maximize the total capacity of the

system Csys is not readily apparent because increasing the number of channels may lower individual
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channel capacity, but could also increase the total system capacity due to the added channels. Total

system capacity is defined as:

Csys = Nc -C , (2.6)

where Csys is simply the number of channels multiplied by their individual capacities. A plot of total system

capacity Csys versus Gp for various values of Nc is given in Fig. 4 and reveals that Csys is largest when N, =

10s and GP = 131,071. However, when Nc = 103 channels with are used with a processing gain of 1023,

Csys is still close to 70 percent of the capacity achieved when Nc = 105 channels are used, and provides

a significantly higher individual channel capacity (4.3 MBps versus 60 kBps). Therefore, depending on user

requirements it may be preferable to use a smaller number of channels with higher individual channel

capacity, but lower total system capacity.

It is important to remember that the capacities plotted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are produced using the Shannon

limit and therefore represent a bound on the maximum capacities achievable under benign conditions.

These capacities also do not take into account efficiency losses from higher network layers (above the

physical layer). For example, using ALOHA as a MAC layer protocol would reduce these capacities by a

factor of e- 1 .
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2.1.4 System LPI Characteristics

In addition to achieving high capacity, it is important that the DS/ALOHA system maintains a low

probability of intercept (LPI) by adversaries. Using DS coding achieves LPI by spreading the signal power

over a very large bandwidth so that the signal is difficult to differentiate for the ambient noise floor of the

channel. Current SATCOM systems do not use signal power spreading to achieve LPI. Instead they use a

form of spread spectrum called frequency hopping. Frequency hopping is accomplished by dividing the

spread spectrum bandwidth into smaller channels with identical bandwidths to the data signal bandwidth.

A user transmits on one or more of the channels at a time and rapidly hops their transmission from

channel to channel in a pseudo-random fashion that makes it difficult for an adversary to track their

hopping pattern. Frequency hopping itself has some inherent LPI, but SATCOM transmissions in the EHF

band have typically been at frequencies that are too high for an adversary to detect due to limits in analog-
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to-digital converter (ADC) and processing technology. Unfortunately for current SATCOM systems, ADC

and processor technology has made significant steps forward since these systems were launched and the

EHF band has become much more vulnerable.

2.1.4.1 Comparison of Spreading Techniques

The LPI advantage of DS spectrum spreading over frequency hopping can be easily seen by comparing the

power spectrums of their respective signals. Assume that a DS signal and frequency hopped signal share

the same data bit period Tb. From [5] the power spectrum for the data signal before spreading SD(f) is

then:

SDW Tb(sinfT) (2.7)

where f is frequency in Hz. Since frequency hopping only changes which channel the signal uses, the

power spectral density of the frequency hopped signal SFH(f) is the same as SD(f). Assuming the DS

signal uses a spreading sequence with frequency fs, the power spectral density of the DS spread signal

SDs(f) is then [5]:

SDS(f) = 1 (sin S) (2.8)
fss 7rf/Iss

A plot of SFH(f) and SDs(f) versus f for a processing gain of 10 is shown in Fig. 5. Even with a relatively

low processing gain, the difference in power concentrations between the DS and frequency hopped

signals is significant. The more concentrated peak of the frequency hopped signal is easier for an adversary

to detect than the spread peak of the DS signal. In this way, DS spectrum spreading offers an LPI advantage
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over frequency hopping at the same data rate. As processing gain increases, the LPI advantage of DS

spreading over frequency hopping also increases because the DS signal power is spread over a larger

bandwidth. A plot of SFH(f) and SDS(f) versusf for a more realistic processing gain of 1000 is shown in

Fig. 6. It is apparent from Fig. 6 that the difference in power concentrations between the DS and frequency

hopped signals is significant and that relative to the frequency hopped signal, the DS signal is virtually

indistinguishable from the noise floor.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of Power Spectral Densities for G= 10
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Since several arbitrary parameter choices (Tb and f&) were made to generate Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, no

particular significance should be ascribed to the values of the primary axes of these plots. The purpose of

these figures is to examine the relative difference in power concentrations between frequency hopping

and DS spreading, not the particular values of the concentrations themselves.

2.1.4.2 Vulnerability of Frequency Hopping to Detection

As shown in the previous section, frequency hopped signals have a far more distinctive power distribution

than their DS spread counterparts that makes them easier to detect. Current SATCOM systems

compensate for frequency hopping's poor LPI characteristics by operating in a high enough frequency

band that most ADC's cannot observe the channel. However, recent advances in ADC technology, such as

Fujitsu's 56 Giga-sample per second 8-bit ADC, are beginning to render high frequency channels more

vulnerable to observation [11]. As ADC technology progresses, it is reasonable to assume that the EHF
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band (43.5 - 45.5 GHz) will become observable. Assuming that an ADC is developed that allows a fast

Fourier transform (FFT) to be performed over the entire EHF band, the processing power required to

perform the FFT is the final obstacle an adversary must overcome in order to detect a frequency hopped

signal. It is therefore important to investigate the processing power required to perform an FFT on the

EHF band.

Assuming that an ADC can provide a 100 Giga-sample per second input to a processor, and that a

frequency hopped signal in the EHF band is using a data bandwidth of 2.4 kHz, a 4.17 X 10 7 point FFT is

required in order to observe the channel in fine enough detail to detect the FH signal8 . However, assuming

that the split-radix algorithm is used to compute the FFT, the number of points in the FFT must be a power

of 2 [12]. Therefore, a 226 ~ 6.71 x 107 point split-radix FFT must be computed. From [12], a split-radix

FFT of this size will require approximately 13.154 Giga-flops to compute assuming that each flop from the

algorithm also requires a flop of overhead.

Unfortunately for current SATCOM systems, 13.154 Giga-flops is a trivial processing requirement for

current processors. An Intel Core i7 processor can provide 90 Giga-flops per second of processing power

and could compute the entire FFT in approximately 146 milliseconds [13]. This result suggests that once

ADC technology progresses to the point where a 100 Giga-sample per second input is possible, the

processing power to perform the FFT to detect a frequency hopped signal in the EHF band is trivial.

Therefore, it is only a matter of time before current SATCOM systems lose their ability to provide channels

with good LPI characteristics. It is imperative that an alternative LPI scheme such as DS spreading be

implemented in future SATCOM systems.

8 See Appendix A.2 for supporting calculations for this section.
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An additional drawback of frequency hopping's vulnerability to detection is that its power advantage over

an interferer it also compromised. If an adversary can reliable detect a frequency hoppeds signal in real-

time, it can concentrate its interference in the same band as the user and can follow the user's hopping

pattern, thereby eliminating the user's power advantage over the interferer. In order to perform this kind

of interference, the adversary would have to be able to compute an FFT faster than the user is hopping

their signal, which would require a processing time on the order of microseconds for most FH systems.

While a single Intel Core i7 processor cannot perform the required FFT in this amount of time, more

powerful processors or cloud computing services could be used to reduce the computation time. Given

these weaknesses, frequency hopping may no longer be viable in terms of LPI or robustness as a solution

for future SATCOM systems.

2.2 Threat Estimate

While previous sections of this chapter have dealt with the description and performance of the DS/ALOHA

system, it is equally important to have an understanding of the systems an adversary can use to threaten

such a system. The primary focus in developing an estimate of the threats SATCOM systems will face in

the future is the transmission power an adversary can achieve on a mobile platform. While stationary

platforms can be larger, and therefore transmit interference at greater power, their static nature renders

them vulnerable to other prevention strategies such as kinetic strikes, mission planning, and satellite

positioning. Mobile platforms are far more difficult to account for in planning and are also less vulnerable

to targeting. Therefore, the design of the DS/ALOHA system in this thesis focuses primarily on the

maximum transmission power achievable by a transportable interferer.
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2.2.1 Estimate of Interferer Strength

The metric used to gauge the interference power achievable by a transportable interferer will be its

effective isotropic radiated power E1 . The interferer's EIRP is simply a product of the power available to

the interferer for transmission P, and the gain of its antenna GI. It is somewhat difficult to estimate the

values of P, and G, since the capabilities of many advanced interferers are kept secret by the nations that

develop them. Therefore, this thesis uses estimates of P and G, based on information that is publicly

available, but it should be kept in mind that more powerful systems may be achievable.

A reasonable estimate for P, is 1000 watts based on commercially available travelling wave tube

amplifiers. Several companies advertise compact amplifiers operating near the EHF band that can achieve

500 watts of output power [14]. Additionally, these amplifiers can be aggregated to achieve significantly

higher total output power [15]. It is therefore plausible that several 500 watt amplifiers could be

combined to produce a kilowatt of output power in a configuration that is physically small enough to

mount on a mobile platform.

A reasonable estimate for G, is developed by estimating the largest diameter antenna a mobile system

can support. Given an estimate of the diameter d, of the interferer's antenna, the antenna's gain can be

expressed as [16]:

G = 2  (2.9)

where e1 is the interferer antenna's efficiency (assumed to be 0.7) and Ac is the wavelength of the center

frequency of the frequency band the interferer is transmitting in (approximately 0.006742 meters at 44.5
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GHz). Assuming that d, = 5 meters is the largest diameter aperture antenna a transportable platform can

support, the estimated value for G, at 44.5 GHz is 65.80 dB of gain.

Given the dependence of G, on frequency, the estimated EIRP of the transportable interferer can be

calculated over a range of frequencies used by SATCOM systems. A plot of El versus frequency for the

super high frequency (SHF) and EHF bands is shown in Fig. 7. This is a highly useful result as it allows users

of other SATCOM terminals to determine how effectively a transportable interferer can degrade their

systems. From Fig. 7 it is evident that the EIRP of the transportable interferer increases with increasing

frequency due to the resulting increase in antenna gain. At 44.5 GHz, the center frequency of interest for

the DS/ALOHA system, the estimated EIRP achievable by a transportable interferer is approximately 95.8

decibel watts (dBW). This is a considerable amount of interference power, especially since users of the

DS/ALOHA system are expected to transmit with only 10 watts of power and an EIRP of only 36.15 dBW.

Given this significant difference in EIRP, DS spectrum spreading and effective channel coding are required

to mitigate the transportable interferer.

Given that the results in Fig. 7 are developed using commercially available components from open

sources, it is reasonable to assume that transportable interferers with high interference powers will be a

fairly ubiquitous technology in the future since any organization with even a modest amount of technical

knowledge and resources could acquire or assemble such a system. Therefore, it is necessary for future

SATCOM systems, including the DS/ALOHA system proposed in this thesis, to possess the ability to operate

in an environment in which a powerful transportable interferer is present.
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2.2.2 System Capacity with Broadband Interferer

In order for the DS/ALOHA system to be a viable solution for future SATCOM requirements, it must be

able to achieve reasonable channel and total system capacity when subjected to interference from a

transportable platform. The channel capacity C with an interferer present can again be determined using

(2.2) with the following modification to the expression for SNR in (2.3):

SNR = , (2.10)
W No + G 1-

1 EIGRX FpGn1 + (Nc - 1)fcoETXGRX F,

where G, is the power advantage over the interferer afforded to the user due to antenna nulling. It is

assumed here that the transportable interferer has no knowledge of the sequence of DS codes being used
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by a channel and therefore defaults to spreading its power uniformly over the entire spread bandwidth.

Thus, users have a transmission power advantage over the interferer equal to the processing gain GP. It is

also assumed that the signal path loss is the same for both the interferer and the user. Given the updated

expression for SNR in (2.10), the total system capacity Csys can again be determined using (2.6). A plot of

channel capacity versus processing gain with no antenna nulling (G, = 1) and the same physical

parameters from Appendix A.1 is given in Fig. 8. A plot of total system capacity versus processing gain and

the same parameters is given in Fig. 9.

The effect of the transportable interferer is readily apparent in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 where the channel and

total system capacities have been significantly reduced from the capacities shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Users can now expect to achieve a data rate no higher than 1560 Bps and the maximum total system

capacity is now only slightly greater than 100 MBps. These capacities may be too low to accommodate

many types of user messages over the DS/ALOHA system. The only way to improve the situation is to

further increase the power advantage of the user's signal over the interferer's signal through a method

like antenna nulling. Assuming that antenna nulling can provide 20 dB of suppression to the interferer's

signal (G, = 100), the channel and total system capacities can be increased to those shown in Fig. 10 and

Fig. 11.
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From Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 it is apparent that 20 dB of antenna nulling is sufficient for the DS/ALOHA system

to support a large number of channels at a reasonably high data rate close to 100 kBps, though the channel

and total system capacities still suffer a significant reduction from their benign channel counterparts. It

should be noted that the reason that Cy, is fairly invariant versus Gp in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 is that the

number of channels Nc dominates the expression for Cys when an interferer is present.

From this analysis of channel and total system capacities, it is evident that users must transmit at a lower

data rate when a strong interferer is present in the channel. In order to take advantage of the high data

rate afforded under benign circumstances, the DS/ALOHA system should be able to detect an interferer,

estimate its power, and dynamically adjust the data rates of its channels accordingly. This functionality

will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.

2.3 Summary

This chapter outlined the DS/ALOHA system and estimated the threats that SATCOM systems will face in

the future. Section 2.1 described the physical and MAC layers of the system and estimated the maximum

achievable channel and total system capacities under benign circumstances. It was demonstrated in this

section that the DS/ALOHA system can support a large number of channels operating at a high data rate

under these conditions. This section also investigated the LPI characteristics of both DS spectrum

spreading and frequency hopping and showed that improvements in ADC technology will render

frequency hopping vulnerable to detection. Section 2.2 outlined the kinds of systems adversaries may

construct to threaten SATCOM systems and developed an estimate for the EIRP achievable by a

transportable interferer. This section also examined the performance of the DS/ALOHA system when

subjected to a transportable interferer and revealed that antenna nulling will be required to achieve

acceptable channel data rates.
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Chapter 3

Control Algorithm and Dual-Class Service

This chapter investigates the performance of the Rivest Algorithm [4] in stabilizing the ALOHA protocol on

a system with significant feedback delay. The Rivest Algorithm is shown to be able to effectively stabilize

the system and achieves high throughput with time-varying user arrival rates and significant feedback

delay. Furthermore, the algorithm is shown to be able to clear congestion that develops during periods of

congestion in the subsequent sufficiently long period of supportable traffic. An estimation of the time

required by the algorithm to clear congestion is also developed. Next, a technique for implementing dual-

class service for normal and priority users via random drops is developed, along with a means for

estimating user arrival rates. The dual-class scheme is simulated and found to be reasonably effective in

maintaining channel efficiency while offering two levels of service. Finally, the implementation of a stricter

time-deadline service is discussed and is shown to be effective only for a small number of users.

3.1 The Rivest Control Algorithm

As previously discussed in Section 2.1.2, the ALOHA protocol requires a control algorithm to ensure that

the attempted transmission rate remains biased close to G = 1 in order to ensure that the system remains

stable and that the optimum throughput of e-1 is achieved. In other words, a control algorithm is needed

to set the transmission probability q on each slot so that the expected number of packets transmitted on

each slot is one. It is important to note that it is assumed that system feedback, including q, is received by
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all users without error. In order to develop an algorithm to modify q based on observations from the

channel, it is first necessary to determine the optimum q as a function of the number of packets N ready

for transmission in the current slot. It is shown in [4] that the optimal transmission probability for N

packets is q = 1/N. However, since the receiver only observes holes, successes, and collisions it must

estimate the number of packets ready for transmission v and uses this estimate to specify the

transmission probability as q = 1/v [4].

The primary function of the control algorithm is to develop an accurate estimate of N based solely on

observations of holes, successes, or collisions on each time slot. Developing an estimation technique is

difficult because the arrival rate of new packets to the channel A is also unknown and affects the number

of packets ready for transmission. In order to address this issue, the Rivest Algorithm is developed from a

technique known as Pseudo-Bayesian inference. This technique approximates N as a Poisson random

variable and uses the conditional distributions of N given a hole, success, or collision to estimate the

number of packets in the system [4]. Performing the Pseudo-Bayesian inference method leads to the

surprising simple result that the value of v is updated after each slot by incrementing it or decrementing

it by constant values determined by the outcome of the most recently observed time slot [4].

The Rivest Algorithm uses v = 1 as its initial estimate of N and then increments or decrements v after

each slot based on whether a hole, success, or collision was observed during the slot [4]. If a hole or

success is observed, the algorithm decrements v by one [4]. If a collision is observed, the algorithm

increments v by (e - 2)-1 ; 1.392211 [4]. Finally, the algorithm sets v to max{v + A, 11 where A is the

estimated arrival rate of new packets to the channel [4]. A discussion of estimation techniques for A is

given in Section 3.1.3.
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3.1.1 Performance Metrics

in order to analyze the effectiveness of the Rivest Algorithm as a control mechanism for an ALOHA channel

it is first necessary to develop several performance metrics. Four different metrics will be considered: the

number of backlogged packets, the expected channel delay, the long-term throughput of the system, and

the local throughput of the system. The number of backlogged packets is used as a means to gauge the

level of congestion present in the ALOHA system and will be specified as the value of N during the current

time slot. A backlog that appears to grow without bound will indicate instability in the ALOHA system. The

expected channel delay is primarily used to gauge the channel quality from the perspective of the

individual user. The higher the expected channel delay, the greater the message delivery latency a user

can expect to experience. The channel delay is defined as the expected amount of time T, that a packet

will spend in the ALOHA system based on the current value of N. Note that T, includes the time the packet

spends waiting to be transmitted over the channel as well as the time it takes for the packet's transmission

to traverse the channel and receive feedback from the receiver. The expected value of T, can be

expressed in the following manner (see Appendix B.1 for a derivation of this result):

E[T,] = e(v + NRTT)LpTb , (3.1)

where NRTT is the number of ALOHA time slots in a round trip time (RTT) of the channel, LP is the length

in bits of a packet sent during a time slot, and Tb is the data bit period. In addition to estimating the

number of packets ready for transmission using the parameter v, the ALOHA control mechanism

maintains an estimate of the expected channel delay E[IT] using the same relationship:

E[w= e(v + NRTT)LpTb (3.2)
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This expression allows the control mechanism to estimate the latency experienced by the channel's users

and is used as a control parameter for the dual-class service discussed in Section 3.3. The number of slots

per round trip time NRTT can be determined by the following relationship:

TRTT
NRTT (3.3)

LpTb

where TRTT is the channel's round trip time in seconds. A reasonable estimate of TRTT for a satellite in

geosynchronous orbit is 250 milliseconds. Additionally, there will also be some processing delay at the

satellite receiver. Therefore, if the system is operating at a data rate of 1 MBps there will be at least 250

time slots in a single round trip time, each lasting 1 millisecond. Simulations of the DS/ALOHA system in

subsequent sections operate under this assumption.

The long-term average throughput of the system rLT is used to gauge the convergence of the DS/ALOHA

system towards a steady state when the packet arrival rate is constant, and is also used as means of

measuring how well the system maintains a throughput near e-1 when the arrival rate is time-varying.

For a slotted ALOHA system, the long-term average throughput is computed as an average starting from

the first simulated time slot up to the current time slot. In other words, for the nth slot since the ALOHA

system was initialized, rLT is expressed as:

n

where ffs(i) is an indicator variable associated with the ith time slot and has a value of 1 if the slot contains

a success and a value of zero otherwise. Similar time-averages will also be computed for hole and collision

slots using the same technique as (3.4) where ffs(i) is replaced by IH(i) and llc(i) for holes and collisions
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respectively. The variables HG(i) and lc(i) behave in a manner similar to ls(i) except that they have a

value of one when the slot contains a hole or collision respectively.

The local throughput of the system FLO is used to gauge the throughput achieved by the DS/ALOHA system

over a short window of time in order to gain an understanding of how well the system is performing at a

specific point in time. The local throughput is computed in a manner similar to the long-term throughput,

except that the average is performed over the last 250 time slots instead of all previous slots. The choice

of 250 time slots as the window length for FLO is based on the assumption that there are 250 time slots in

a single round trip time for the channel. Thus, rLo is a local average over the time it takes the system to

update after it observes the outcome of the current time slot. An expression for FLO is:

n
1

max{n - nstart + } ) (3.5)
i=nstart

where nstart is the first slot included in the average and is determined by the following expression:

nstart = max{1, n - 249} (3.6)

The expression in (3.6) is used to account for the initial 249 slots after initialization where the system has

not yet been active for 250 slots and therefore cannot average over an entire window of 250 time slots.

In this case, the system simply averages over as many slots as are available. As in the long-term throughput

case, local averages for holes and collisions are computed using (3.6) with 1s(i) replaced by RH(i) and

Ic(i) respectively.
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3.1.2 System Response to Delayed Feedback

The Rivest Algorithm was developed under the assumption that feedback from the previous slot is

available when the transmission parameter q for the next slot is determined. However, this assumption

is not reasonable for a SATCOM system due to the long round trip time of the channel. Assuming that the

channel data rate is 1 MBps, and therefore that NRTT = 250 slots, the Rivest Algorithm implemented on

a SATCOM system operates based on feedback that is delayed by 250 time slots. Another way to think

about this delay in a physical system is to imagine that the Rivest Algorithm operating at the receiver is

observing transmissions that occurred 125 time slots ago (half an RTT). The algorithm updates the

transmission parameter q based on the delayed feedback and transmits the updated value to all users

who will receive it 125 slots later. Thus, users transmit based on feedback that is delayed by a total of 250

time slots.

There are two schemes that users can employ to interact with the delayed ALOHA channel. We refer to

these two strategies as the continuous transmission attempt scheme and wait-for-feedback scheme.

Under the continuous transmission attempt scheme, packets that pass their transmission test will

continue to attempt transmissions on subsequent time slots with probability q until they receive feedback

that their transmission has been received successfully. A potential advantage of this scheme is that latency

may be reduced because transmitted packets that collide will not wait for feedback from the receiver

before attempting retransmission. However, this comes at the cost of stability and congestion as

transmitted packets that are received successfully will continue to attempt retransmission for 250 more

time slots before they get feedback that their initial transmission attempt was successful.

Under the wait-for-feedback scheme, packets that pass their transmission test wait for feedback from the

receiver before attempting to pass their transmission test again (if the feedback indicates that a
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retransmission is necessary) [17]. The advantage of this scheme is that it has a better stability because

packets will only attempt retransmission if they are not received correctly. The disadvantage of this

scheme is its potentially higher latency because packets that collide will not attempt another

retransmission for 250 time slots.

The continuous transmission attempt and wait-for-feedback schemes were compared by simulating an

ALOHA system controlled by the Rivest Algorithm for 20,000 time slots using each scheme. For these

simulations, the arrival rate to the channel was held constant with a value of A = 0.3 packets per slot9 .

Both simulations used the same random seed to ensure that a fair performance comparison was made.

Plots of the actual and estimated backlog over time for both schemes are given in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. Plots

of the expected channel delay for both schemes are given in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Finally, plots for long-term

and local average throughput, holes, and collisions for both schemes are given in Fig. 16 through Fig. 19.

A comparison of the backlog plots from Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 reveals that the wait-for-feedback scheme has

significantly less congestion than the continuous transmission attempt scheme. Additionally, under the

wait-for-feedback scheme, v remains relatively close to N while under the continuous transmission

attempt scheme, v oscillates significantly above and below N. The oscillations seen in Fig. 12 are due to

the repeated transmissions that occur before users receive updated feedback. These repeated

transmissions result in an increased number of collisions which causes the algorithm to overestimate

N, the number of packets in the system. As the overestimate of N increases, eventually a point is

reached where the value of v is so large that the system is highly suppressed and few transmissions are

attempted. As the system slowly begins to allow more retransmissions due to the large number of hole

slots observed during the period of suppression, throughput improves until v drops to a low enough value

9 Note that a constant estimate of A = e- is used in these simulations. An explanation for this choice is given in
Section 3.1.3.
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that the backlog begins to rapidly increase again and the cycle repeats. Thus, the continuous transmission

attempt scheme is more prone to instability and is more congested than the wait-for-feedback scheme.

It is important to note that the expression for expected channel delay from (3.2) is developed under the

assumption that the system is operating under the wait-for-feedback scheme. An expression for the

expected channel delay for the continuous transmission attempt scheme is:

E [Tw = (e v + NRTT)LpTb (3.7)

See Appendix B.2 for a derivation of this result. A plot of expected channel delay for the continuous

transmission attempt scheme is given in Fig. 14. A comparison of Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 reveals that the wait-

for-feedback scheme achieves lower expected channel delay on the average than the continuous

transmission attempt scheme. This is due to the fact that the congestion of the continuous transmission

attempt scheme is so severe that it eliminates the latency advantage packets gain from being able to

continuously attempt to transmit on time slots.
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From Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 we see that both schemes achieve similar long-term throughputs and that the

continuous transmission attempt scheme has more collisions and less holes on the average than the wait-

for feedback scheme. Comparing the local averages from Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 reveals that the local

throughput is far more consistent under the wait-for-feedback scheme. Since the wait-for-feedback

scheme also achieves lower delay on average, it is clearly superior as a means for managing packet

retransmissions. For this reason, the DS/ALOHA system in this thesis uses the wait-for-feedback scheme.

3.1.3 Control Algorithm Stability

A key performance requirement for the DS/ALOHA system discussed in the previous section is the stability

of the control algorithm. Runaway instability occurs when the number of backlogged packets begins to

grow without bound when the system is biased at a throughput that is less than the arrival rate of new

packets to the channel. A good control algorithm must be able to bias the ALOHA protocol close to its

optimal throughput of e- 1 while preventing the system from entering a state of runaway instability due

to sharp changes in the packet arrival rate . It is worth noting that for A > e-' the system will always be

congested since packets are arriving faster than they can be cleared by the system. However, a good

control algorithm will be able to tolerate brief periods where A exceeds the system's maximum

throughput as long as they are followed by sufficiently long periods where A < e-1 which allow the

system to clear the backlog created by unsupportable surges in user traffic.

While the relative stability of user retransmission schemes has been discussed in the previous section, the

impact of the estimation of the arrival rate A on the stability of the ALOHA system has not yet been

explored. The work in [4] outlines the Rivest Algorithm's method for updating v and q, but it is less

concrete in its treatment of the estimated arrival rate A and its effect on system stability. Fortunately, the

stability of the ALOHA system in terms of A is discussed in great detail in [18], Where it is shown that for
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a constant arrival rate satisfying A e-1, setting A to the constant value e-1 results in a stable system

that achieves the same throughput as the case where the true value of A is known. It is also shown in [18]

that if a different method is used to estimate A, such as averaging or inference, instability in the system

can result if A > A even if A < e-1. Therefore, based on these results, the DS/ALOHA system in this thesis

uses the constant value of e- 1 for A.

It should be noted that the results derived in [18] are developed under the assumption that there is no

delay in feedback and that the arrival rate of packets to the channel is constant. It is briefly argued in [18]

that the proof of stability can be extended to a channel with fixed finite delay in its feedback when the

arrival rate is constant. However, it is unrealistic to model the arrival rate of packets to the channel as

time-invariant since real-world traffic changes significantly over time. Unfortunately, a time-variant arrival

rate significantly increases the complexity of the analysis performed in [18]. Under these conditions it is

very difficult to determine the stability of the system, but the system can be simulated with delayed

feedback and a time-varying arrival rate can be simulated to gain a sense of its stability. These simulations

are the focus of Section 3.2.1.

3.2 Control Algorithm Performance

In order to better understand how a DS/ALOHA system controlled by the Rivest Algorithm performs when

the arrival rate is time-varying and the feedback is delayed by 250 slots, the system is simulated for three

test cases. These simulations use the wait-for-feedback scheme and the constant value of e~1 for A. The

three test cases use different time-varying arrival rates A which are modelled as a step function, a pulse

function, and a sinusoid. The value of A never exceeds e- 1 in each test case, resulting in a time-varying

traffic load this is never greater than the system's maximum throughput. Plots of the arrival rate versus
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simulation time for the three test cases are given in Fig. 20 through Fig. 22. The resulting backlog, delay,

local averages, and long-term averages for each case are given in Fig. 23 through Fig. 34.
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In each test case we see that the backlog and delay remain relatively low. Sharp increases in arrival rate

result in a temporary increase in backlog and delay, but the system is able to clear the backlog apd reduce

delay in each case after it adjusts to the change in the arrival rate. Additionally, the local average

throughput in each case tends to follow the arrival rate. This is a desirable behavior because it

demonstrates that the system is able to adjust its throughput to match the traffic load. Finally, the plots

of the long-term averages reveal that the average throughput in each case tends toward the average

arrival rate, which is expected for a stable system. Based on these results, it is apparent that the DS/ALOHA

system using the Rivest Algorithm and wait-for-feedback scheme remains stable with time-varying arrival

rate and a feedback delay of 250 time slots. It is important to remember that the traffic loads in these

cases never exceed the maximum throughput of the system.

3.2.1 Heavy Traffic Simulations

While the previous section demonstrated that the Rivest Algorithm can provide a stable ALOHA system

for a time-varying arrival rate and delayed feedback as long as A e 1 , it is also important to examine

the effects of heavier traffic loads on the system. It is not unreasonable to expect that traffic loads greater

than the system's maximum throughput may occur in real situations. Such conditions could arise as the

result of a political crisis, military emergency, or natural disaster that triggers increased traffic over the

SATCOM network. While an arrival rate of A > e ~1 will result in a congested system because the maximum

throughput of the system is less than the arrival rate of new packets, the ALOHA system must be able to

clear as much traffic as possible during this period. Additionally, the system should be able to clear the

backlog once traffic returns to a supportable condition where A 5 e-1. The performance of the Rivest

Algorithm under these conditions is investigated through simulations. Four heavy traffic cases are

developed with a time-varying arrival rate that exceeds e- 1 for a period of the simulation time. The four

functions used to model arrival rates are a step function, a square pulse function, a combination of two
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square pulse functions, and a sinusoidal function. Plots of the arrival rate for each case are given in Fig. 35

through Fig. 38. Plots of the backlog, delay, local averages, and long-term averages for each case are given

in Fig. 39 through Fig. 54.

For the step function case, we see from Fig. 39 and Fig. 40 that the system's backlog and delay begin to

grow without bound once the arrival rate changes from A = 0.3 to A = 0.7. This result makes sense since

the traffic load is above the maximum system throughput when A = 0.7 and does not change its value for

the rest of the simulation. We also see from Fig. 39 that the estimator v begins to diverge away from the

true number of packets ready for transmission N. A key point of interest in this that the local average

throughput remains close to the maximum achievable throughput despite the fact that the backlog is

growing without bound. This is an important result because it indicates that the Rivest Algorithm can

achieve near-maximum throughput even under congested conditions.

The pulse function case serves as an extension of the step function case where a period of time with a

traffic load greater than e- 1 is followed by a period of time with a traffic load less than e-1. We see from

Fig. 43 and Fig. 44 that the backlog and delay of the system begin to grow once the arrival rate exceeds

e~ 1, but gradually return to relatively low values once the arrival rate returns to a value below e-1. This

is an excellent example of the Rivest Algorithm's ability to recover from a period of congestion. We also

see that the estimator v remains relatively close to N, though a delay in estimation response is evident.

From Fig. 45 and Fig. 46 we see that the algorithm continues to maintain a high throughput, even during

the period of congestion.
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The double square pulse case is used to gauge the Rivest Algorithm's ability to respond to several abrupt

changes in arrival rate that occur in quick succession. From Fig. 47 through Fig. 50 we see that the

performance of the system under these conditions is very similar to the single square pulse case. Once

again, the backlog and delay gradually return to relatively low values after the periods of congestion. The

effect of the second pulse in the arrival rate is evident in both Fig. 47 and Fig. 48 where the backlog and

delay initially begin to decrease after the first pulse, and then increase toward a final maximum value after

the second pulse occurs. Despite this double perturbation to the system, its estimate of N manages to

remain fairly accurate. From Fig. 49 we see that the local average throughput remains fairly high for the

duration of the simulation and is slightly closer to the maximum achievable throughput during the period

of high congestion. We also see that the local average number of holes decreases during periods of high

congestion and that the local average number of collisions increases during the same periods. Finally, we

see from Fig. 50 that the long-term throughput converges towards the average arrival rate, indicating that

the system is able to clear all user traffic if given sufficiently long periods of supportable traffic loads.

The sinusoid case is used to evaluate the system's performance when the arrival rate is constantly

changing and periodically assumes values greater than the maximum system throughput. From Fig. 51

and Fig. 52 we see that the system is able to accurately update its estimate of N and can clear the backlog

during periods where the arrival rate assumes a supportable value. From Fig. 53 we see that the local

average throughput remains fairly constant while the local average numbers of collisions and holes vary

in a sinusoid-like fashion. This result is reasonable because more collisions are expected to occur during

periods of congestion, due to an overabundance of new arrivals, while more holes are expected to occur

when the arrival rate is low. Finally, from Fig. 54 we see that long-term throughput converges towards the

average arrival rate which indicates that the system is able to clear congestion effectively during periods

with supportable traffic loads.
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The results from these four heavy traffic cases indicate that the Rivest Algorithm has a robust response to

unsupportable surges in user traffic. Even during periods of congestion, the algorithm is able to maintain

an accurate estimate of N. Additionally, the algorithm is able to support a high throughput under these

conditions which is close to the system's maximum achievable throughput during periods of high

congestion. While the backlog and delay of the system grows during periods of congestion, the system

can clear its backlog and reduce its delay during subsequent periods with supportable traffic loads. Based

on these results, the Rivest Algorithm is a good choice as a control mechanism for an ALOHA system due

to its ability to function well under stable conditions and achieve considerable best-effort performance

under highly congested conditions.

3.2.2 Time to Clear Heavy Traffic Bursts

The previous section's analysis of the Rivest Algorithm's performance under unsupportable traffic surges

revealed that the backlog grows during period of congestion and gradually clears when the arrival rate

drops below e- 1 . It is therefore important to understand how long the system must be in a supportable

condition in order to recover from a period of congestion. A simple case that can be analyzed to predict

how long it takes the system to clear the excess backlog generated during a period of congestion is the

case discussed in the previous section where the arrival rate is modelled as a square pulse. In this case,

the arrival rate initially assumes a supportable value As below e-1, jumps to an unsupportable value Au

above e~' for a period of time, and then returns to the same initial supportable value As for the rest of

the simulation. As was seen in the previous section, the abrupt increase in arrival rate results in a backlog

that grows without bound until the subsequent drop in arrival rate allows the system to gradually clear

the backlog. The primary metric of concern here is the time it takes for the system to clear the extra

backlog generated by the period of the simulation where the traffic load is greater than the maximum

system throughput. This metric is referred to as the clear time of the system Tciear and is defined as the
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number of time slots after the increase in arrival rate from As to Au that are required for the backlog to

return to the average backlog observed during the initial period of supportable traffic. To help clarify the

definition of clear time, a plot of the backlog for a simulated square pulse arrival rate with Tciear identified

is given in Fig. 55.
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Fig. 55 Visualization of System Clear Time

Note that the square pulse arrival rate used to generate Fig. 55 has its first change in value at 5,000 time

slots and therefore Tcear is defined as the number of time slots required after the 5 ,0 0 0 th slot to reduce

the backlog. Given the values of As and Au, as well as the number of slots for which A = Au (defined as

the pulse width cop), the estimated system clear time Tclear has following expression:
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Tclear = PQ(AU - AS) (3.8)

where the term op(2A - As) is the extra arrivals from the unsupportable traffic surge that must be

cleared by the system. Additionally, the term e-1 - As is the remaining throughput after servicing the

nominal traffic arriving with rate As that can be devoted to reducing the backlog.

The accuracy of the estimation technique given by (3.8) is analyzed by simulating and measuring the

average clear time of a square pulse arrival rate with As = 0.28, Au = 0.5, and a variable pulse width Op.

An example of the arrival rate for these simulations is given in Fig. 56. Ten simulations are performed at

each value of op and the average clear time from these simulations is recorded and compared to the

corresponding value of PCiear calculated using (3.8). A comparison of the estimated clear time and the

average clear times obtained from simulations is given in Fig. 57. From this comparison we see that the

estimated values of Tclear are close to the average values obtained from simulation for all simulated

values of ap and therefore the expression in (3.8) appears to be a reasonable estimate of the system clear

time.
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It is important to note that the estimation technique in (3.8) is primarily concerned with the area of the

pulse in Fig. 56, rather than its specific shape. This area corresponds to the expected number of extra

arrivals to the channel during the unsupportable traffic surge. Therefore, it is possible to generalize the

estimation technique developed previously in the following manner:

Tclear = AE (3.9)
(e-1 - AKR)

where AE is the area between the time-varying arrival rate A and the constant value 1R over the period

of congestion. This area corresponds to the extra number of arrivals to the channel during this time. The

constant 1R corresponds to the residual arrival rate of packets to the channel during the period where the

traffic rate is supportable that follows the traffic surge. The expression given in (3.9) can be used to

estimate the clear time for any pulse shape as long as the period of congestion is preceded and followed

by periods of supportable traffic with constant arrival rates less than e- 1 .

3.3 Implementation of Dual-Class Service

In addition to maintaining high throughput and low delay under various traffic loads, it is important that

the DS/ALOHA system be able to offer two classes of service for priority and normal users. Priority users

must be able to use as much of the available system capacity as they need in order to keep their expected

delay acceptably low, and the remaining system capacity must be used as efficiently as possible by the

normal users. The ALOHA protocol is not inherently designed for dual-class service because every packet

attempts transmission with the same probability q. Thus, every user has the expected delay. It is therefore

necessary to introduce a modification to the ALOHA protocol to ensure that priority users receive as much

of the system throughput as their traffic requires in order to operate below a maximum tolerable delay

while the remaining throughput is allocated to normal traffic as efficiently as possible. One scheme for
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implementing dual-class service is to have normal users randomly drop off the channel when a threshold

expected channel delay is exceeded. The following two sections develop this scheme.

3.3.1 Estimating Arrival Rates

The scheme for dual-class service based on random drops requires accurate estimates of the arrival rate

AP of packets from priority users to the channel and the arrival rate An of packets from normal users. It is

therefore necessary to develop a method for estimating A. and An before discussing the implementation

of random drops. It is assumed that the arrival of priority and normal packets to the channel can be

modelled as a combined Poisson process where A = A, + A. The value of A at any point in time can be

estimated by observing the number of arrivals over a window of time slots ending at the current time slot.

The estimated arrival rate is then simply the number of arrivals observed during the window divided by

the window length.

One factor that complicates the estimation of A is that the number of new arrivals to the channel over a

window of time cannot be observed directly because the system can only see a success, hole, or collision

on each time slot. However, noting that v increases with each arrival and decreases with each success,

the total number of arrivals in a window is equal to the number of packets cleared by the system plus the

change in the number of packets that remain in the system's backlog. Therefore, number of arrivals to the

channel can be estimated by adding the number of success slots observed during the window Nsw with

the change in the estimated backlog Av from the first to the last time slot in the window. Since the arrival

rate A is equal to the number of arrivals in a window divided by the window's length, the estimated arrival

rate A can be expressed as:
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(Av+NSW) 
(3.10)

kw-NRTT

where Av is the change in backlog from first to last time slot in a window of length kw - NRTT, Nsw is the

number of successes observed during the window, k, is a positive integer used to scale the window size,

and NRTT is the number of ALOHA slots in a round trip time. The choice of NRTT is somewhat arbitrary,

but allows the window size to be specified as a multiple of the number of time slots in a RTT. The

effectiveness of this estimation method is analyzed by simulating the ALOHA system using this technique

with a square pulse arrival rate for two values of k,. Plots of A and A for kw = 1 and k, = 2 using the

same random seed are given in Fig. 58 and Fig. 59 respectively.

We see from both Fig. 58 and Fig. 59 that the estimation technique from (3.10) is reasonably accurate for

a time-varying arrival rate. We also see that the estimation technique exhibits a delay in its response to

changes in the arrival rate which is to be expected due to the long feedback delay in the system. Finally,

we see that the results for using a smaller window size (k, = 1) are fairly noisy, but the estimator is

responsive. Increasing the window size (k, = 2) results in a more stable, but less responsive estimator.

This performance difference highlights the fundamental tradeoff between stability and responsiveness in

estimation techniques. This all makes sense since the estimation period should be commensurate with

the coherence time of the arrival process.
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Since (3.10) provides a means of estimating A, the value of A obtained from this method can be used in

the Rivest Algorithm's update of the parameter v instead of the constant value e-1. A performance

comparison of the methods for updating v is made by simulating an ALOHA system that uses each method.

The arrival rate in these simulations is modeled by the square pulse function from Fig. 58 and Fig. 59. The

system backlog is the primary metric of interest for this comparison because it provides the best insight

into the system's stability. Plots of the actual and estimated backlog for each simulated system are given

in Fig. 60 and Fig. 61. Note that the more conservative estimate technique with k, = 2 is used in Fig. 61.

A comparison of Fig. 60 and Fig. 61 reveals that the ALOHA system using the method from (3.10) has

significantly worse performance than the system using the constant value of e-1 for A. Not only is the

maximum value of the backlog greater in Fig. 61, but it also takes the system longer to clear the backlog,

resulting in greater expected channel delay. The estimator v is also significantly more inaccurate and

unstable in Fig. 61. Using the method from (3.10) also degrades the estimation accuracy of the arrival rate

itself. A plot of A and A for the simulation using the method from (3.10) is given in Fig. 62. We see from

Fig. 62 that using the method from (3.10) to update v results in significant oscillations in the value of

and poor estimation accuracy. From this analysis, it is evident that using the constant value of e- 1 for A

when updating v results in better performance over than using the value for A obtained from (3.10).

Therefore, while the estimation technique from (3.10) is useful as a means for implementing dual-class

service, it is not used to update the value of v maintained by the Rivest Algorithm.
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In addition to estimating the value of 1, it is also necessary to develop a means of estimating A and Ap.

Since the arrival to packets to the channel is modelled as a combined Poisson process, the estimators /1,

and AP are formed using the following two expressions:

, = (1 - r,) - , (3.11)

21 = rp p (3.12)

0

where rp is the fraction of successes that come from priority users observed over the window of k, - NRTT

slots. It is assumed that priority successes can be differentiated from normal successes by embedding a

code in each packet that indicates whether it originated from a priority or normal user. Note that rp is set

to zero in the ambiguous case where no arrivals of either type are observed over the entire window. The
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performance of the estimators developed in (3.11) and (3.12) is analyzed by simulating their behavior

under four test cases. Note that (3.11) and (3.12) use the value of A obtained from (3.10) with k, = 2.

Plots of the estimated and true arrival rates for normal and priority users for these simulations are given

in Fig. 63 through Fig. 66. We see from Fig. 63 that the most accurate estimates of arrival rates occur when

A and AP both increase at the same time. Conversely, we see from Fig. 66 that the most inaccurate

estimates occur when An and ;y both increase, but at different times. Additionally, the estimators have a

delayed reaction to changes in the arrival rates, which is to be expected given the channel's significant

feedback delay.
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Fig. 63 Simulated Arrival Rate Estimation for a Synchronized Change in User Traffic (k, 2)
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A final point of interest from these simulations is that the delayed response of the estimators to increases

in the actual arrival rates causes the system to underestimate A and 2 initially. Similarly, the delayed

response causes the system to overestimate A and AP for a period of time after a decrease in the actual

arrival rates occurs. It is shown in the next section that for the purposes of implementing dual-class

service, underestimating A and AP is more desirable than overestimating their values. Therefore, the

delayed response of the estimators to increases in arrival rates is better than a more responsive, but more

unstable, estimation method that may overestimate the arrival rates.

3.3.2 Throughput Scaling with Random Drops

With a scheme for estimating the arrival rates in place, the implementation of dual-class service can now

be discussed. The goal of the dual-class service scheme is to efficiently scale back the throughput allocated
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to normal users when priority user traffic requires additional system capacity in order to maintain a low

expected delay. Ideally, this mechanism will scale /1 such that t, + AP = e-1 true when there is sufficient

traffic to require the maximum system capacity. One technique for scaling throughput is to divide the

control parameter q into two separate parameters for each class of service. However, doing so violates

many of the assumptions used to develop the Rivest Algorithm, and it is unclear how to scale these two

control parameters based on channel feedback. A more promising technique for scaling throughput is to

order normal users to randomly drop off the channel when the total arrival rate is greater than the

system's maximum achievable throughput.

Two criteria will be used to determine when normal users should drop from the channel. First, the

estimated number of backlogged packets v must exceed a user-defined threshold Ndrop. The parameter

Ndrop is used to ensure that the channel does not exceed some maximum tolerable delay threshold Tdrop.

The relationship between Ndrop and Tdrop follows the same form as the relationship between v and

E[T,] given in (3.7):

Tdrop = (e - Ndrop + NRTT)LPTb (3.13)

Second, the estimated total arrival rate from normal and priority users A must exceed the maximum

system throughput of e-1. This criterion is necessary because the backlog and channel delay will naturally

decrease to acceptably low values when A < e- 1 and it is undesirable to drop users from the channel

unnecessarily.

When the system detects that the conditions for a random drop have been met, it will broadcast a drop

parameter qdrop in addition to its regular feedback. Upon reception of qdrop, normal users will then
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individually perform a test to determine whether they will drop off the channel with probability qdrop, or

will remain on the channel with probability 1 - qdrop. Assuming that each packet in the system originates

from a different user, a drop of normal users will scale A by a factor of 1 - qdrop. Users that are dropped

from the channel may then search for other DS/ALOHA channels to join. A dropped user can gauge the

availability of other channels by observing the value of the control parameter q broadcast by each channel

as a measure of the channel's congestion. Priority users ignore drop commands and continue to transmit

in accordance with the Rivest Algorithm.

The drop parameter qdrop can be determined by the noting that the desired result from the random drops

is to satisfy:

r, -An AP e-(3.14)

where r, is the fraction of normal users retained by the channel after the drop and is equivalent to 1 -

qdrop- Solving (3.14) for r, yields:

rn= P (3.15)
An

However, the expression in (3.15) is not sufficient for determining rn because it fails to account for two

cases that may arise during a random drop. First, if AP > e-1, the value of rn in (3.15) will be negative

because the traffic from priority users is greater than the maximum system throughput. Under these

conditions, the best the system can do is to drop all normal users and set rn equal to zero. Second, if the

system manages to scale the combined arrival rate exactly to e- 1, the system will remain stable, but the

backlog and delay will remain high since there is no additional throughput available to clear the backlog
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that built up during the period where the traffic load is greater than the maximum system throughput.

Therefore, the throughput should be scaled to 0.99 - e-1 to ensure that a small portion of the system

throughput is reserved for reducing congestion and latency. The complete expression for determining r

based on these changes is:

n = max f - , 0 (3.16)
An

where the maximum in (3.16) corrects for the case where AP > e- 1. Using the expression in (3.16), the

drop parameter qdrop is calculated using the following expression:

qdrop = max{1 - r, } , (3.17)

where the maximum in (3.17) ensures that 0 5 qirop 1.

In addition to setting the appropriate drop parameter, the system must also update its estimators to

reflect the reduction in normal user traffic. This is easily accomplished for rp, p,, and A, by updating the

observation window to exclude time slots observed before the drop is executed. Note that the system

must wait half a RTT between the transmission of the drop command and its execution by normal users.

During this time, the system will continue to transmit feedback normally. When the drop occurs half a RTT

after the drop command is initially broadcast, the estimated number of packets in the backlog v is updated

in the following manner:

V = V -rp+ v- (1- rp) -rn (3.18)
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where the system estimates that v - rp of the backlogged packets are from priority users, and therefore

remain in the system's backlog. Additionally, the system estimates that v - (1 - rp) of the backlogged

packets are from normal users, and therefore only a fraction r of them remain after the drop. Note that

after the drop occurs the system will have to wait an additional half of a RTT to observe the first time slot

that occurs after the drop. During this time, the system will increment v by A = e 1 and will ignore the

outdated channel feedback that was broadcast before the drop command was broadcast.

After a drop occurs, it will take some time for the estimates of A, AI,, A, and N to achieve sufficient

accuracy. Therefore, it is necessary to wait for a period of time before initiating the next drop if it is

determined that another drop is required. It is shown in the next section that waiting for a window of 2 -

kw - NRTT slots before initiating another drop is an acceptable choice for most simulated conditions. A

second drop may be necessary due to either a spike in priority user traffic that occurs after in the initial

drop or an underestimation of the number of normal users that needed to be dropped initially.

Underestimations of the required number of normal users to drop occur when there is an overestimate

of rn. An overestimation of rn is preferable to an underestimation of its value because a second drop can

be initiated to remove additional users that remained on the channel due to an overestimation of rn, but

the throughput lost from dropping too many users from the channel cannot be easily recovered. We see

from (3.16) that overestimations of rn result from underestimations of A, tp, or both. Therefore, an

underestimating arrival rates is more desirable than overestimation of their values when determining the

drop parameter qdrop.

3.3.3 Simulations with Priority Users

The performance of the ALOHA system using the Rivest Algorithm with delayed feedback and the random

drop scheme is simulated for four different cases. Plots of initial arrival rates, scaled arrival rates, backlog,
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delay, local average throughput, and long-term average throughput are given for each case. The plots of

the initial arrival rates show the traffic load users initially offer to the channel. The plots of scaled arrival

rates show how the random drop scheme scales the arrival rates to reduce congestion. A new parameter

Np, corresponding to the number of backlogged packets from priority users, is included in the backlog

plots to better understand how the drop scheme affects the congestion of priority users. The delay

threshold to initiate a drop Tdrop is set to 1.2232 seconds and is included in the delay plots to determine

how long the system remains above the drop threshold. The choice of 1.2232 seconds for Tdrop

corresponds to the expected delay for the case where the system will not tolerate more than Ndrp =

200 backlogged packets with NRTT = 250 time slots, LP = 1000 bits, and Tb = 10-6 seconds. The effect

of a drop of normal users on the arrival rate A is modeled by having each backlogged packet from a

normal user drop from the channel with probability qdrop, reducing N by the number of packets that drop

from the channel, and scaling A by the ratio of normal packets dropped to the total number of normal

backlogged packets prior to the drop.

The four test cases simulated model a synchronized increase in priority and normal user traffic, an increase

in only normal user traffic, an increase in only priority user traffic, and an unsynchronized increase in

priority and normal user traffic. The simulated results for the synchronized case are given in Fig. 67

through Fig. 72. The simulated results for the normal user traffic increase are given in Fig. 73 through Fig.

78. The simulated results for the priority user traffic increase are given in Fig. 79 through Fig. 84. Finally,

the simulated results for the unsynchronized case are given in Fig. 85 through Fig. 90.
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We see from Fig. 68 that for the case where there is a synchronized increase in priority and normal user

traffic, the dropping scheme effectively scales lA so that the total arrival rate is reduced to a supportable

value below the maximum system throughput and that the backlog is gradually cleared by the system.

The location of the drop is easily identifiable in Fig. 68 where the arrival rate for normal users is abruptly

scaled down to a supportable value. We also see that the estimates of A, and AP take time to achieve

acceptable accuracy after the drop is executed. We see from Fig. 69 that v remains fairly close to N, except

for a brief period after the drop occurs where the system significantly overestimates N. This overestimate

briefly suppresses the channel and its effect on local throughput can be seen around the 6 ,0 0 0 th time slot

in Fig. 71. This overestimate also causes the channel delay shown in Fig. 70 to exceed Tdrop for a second

brief period. This behavior highlights the importance of waiting for a window of time before allowing

another drop to occur. Without this requirement, a second drop could have been triggered by the

temporary increase in delay which would result in more normal users dropping from the channel than

necessary. Finally, we see from Fig. 72 that the system is able to achieve a long-term throughput close to

the maximum system throughput using the random drop scheme.

Similar behavior is observed for the case where only normal user traffic increases. Note that in this case

two drops of normal users occur instead of one. We see from Fig. 74 that the first drop's reduction of A,

is not large enough to achieve a supportable traffic load due to an underestimate of An. We also see from

Fig. 74 that the system is able to correct this error with a second drop that reduces the total arrival rate

below the maximum system throughput. We see from Fig. 75 that both drops result in temporary

overestimates of N which suppress the channel for a brief period of time. These periods of suppression

result temporary reductions of local throughput evident in Fig. 77. We see from Fig. 76 that the channel

delay remains above Tdrop for a longer period of time in this case because the system requires two drops

to achieve a supportable arrival rate.
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We see from Fig. 79 through Fig. 84 that the case where only priority user traffic increases exhibits similar

behavior to the case where there is a synchronized increase in user traffic. We see from Fig. 80 that only

a single drop is required to achieve a supportable traffic load. Additionally, we see from Fig. 81 and Fig.

82 that backlog and expected delay gradually decrease after the drop. Finally, we see from Fig. 83 and Fig.

84 that the local and long-term throughputs remain close to the maximum system throughput.

The case where there is an unsynchronized increase in user traffic exhibits the most interesting behavior.

For this particular simulation, we see from Fig. 86 that the system requires five drops to reach a

supportable arrival rate. It is apparent from Fig. 87 and Fig. 88 that the large number of drops used by the

system results in the longest time required to reduce backlog and delay among the four test cases. We

also see from Fig. 86 that this case has the most inaccurate estimates of An and AP. The significantly worse

performance of the throughput scaling scheme in this case highlights the need to select the appropriate

observation window length in order to ensure accurate estimates of A and AP. Accurate estimates of

these arrival rates are essential to minimize the number of drops required to achieve a supportable arrival

rate.

From an analysis of the four test cases, it is evident that the random drop scheme is a reasonably effective

means of implementing dual class service. Even in the worst case observed, the random drop scheme is

able to maintain a throughput close to the maximum system throughput while scaling back the arrival

rate of normal user traffic to reduce congestion and delay. From the cases where multiple drops are

required, we also see that the scheme demonstrates the ability to iteratively apply corrective measures

to converge toward a supportable state.
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3.3.4 Strict Time Deadline Service

While the random drop dual-class service method effectively scales back the throughput of normal users

to accommodate priority user traffic, it has an expected delay that may be unacceptable for priority

messages with strict time deadlines. We see from (3.2) that even if the system is completely uncongested

(v = 1) the expected delay for a packet is 0.6823 seconds for NRTT = 250, LP = 1000, and Tb = 10-6.

This means that the minimum expected delay for the random drop dual-class service method is 0.6823

seconds for all users. Therefore, another mode of transmission for users with strict time deadlines may

be necessary.

A simple strategy to reduce the expected delay for users with strict time deadlines is to allow these users

to transmit their packets repeatedly over a fixed number of slots NRep before waiting for feedback. From

the continuous transmission attempt case in Section 3.1.2 we know that allowing users to transmit

packets multiple times before receiving feedback results in greater congestion. However, if the number

of users with strict time deadlines is small, these performance losses may be tolerable to reduce the

expected delay for strict time deadline users. Assuming that the arrival rate of strict time deadline packets

to the channel is sufficiently small such that there is never more than one packet from a strict time

deadline user in the system at any given time, the expected delay E[T,] for the strict time deadline user

is:

E[Tw] = Er[Ns] + NRTTR LpTb (3.19)
1 - (1 - e-)Ne

where Ns is a random variable modelling the number of transmission attempts required for a successful

transmission given that a successful transmission occurs within the NRep attempts. See Appendix B.3 for

a derivation of this result. The expected value of Ns is can be expressed as:
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1 - NRepe- 1(l - e-1)NRep - (1 - -1)NRep

[-1 _ =-1 _ e -)Nep
(3.20)

See Appendix B.3 for a derivation of this result A plot of the expected delay E[TW] for the strict time

deadline user versus the number of transmissions NRep by the strict time deadline user is given in Fig. 91.
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We see from Fig. 91 that the expected delay for the strict time deadline user asymptotically approaches

the round trip time of the channel as the number of transmissions increases. This result makes intuitive

sense since the expected delay can never be less than the time it takes a packet and its feedback to

traverse the channel. We also see from Fig. 91 that the repeated transmission scheme can achieve

significantly lower expected delay than the minimum expected delay of 0.6823 seconds achieved by the
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random drop dual-class service scheme. Additionally, we see from Fig. 91 that increasing NRep beyond 10

transmissions offers minimal performance gain as the expected delay is already close to its asymptotic

limit.

Unfortunately, the lower expected delay achieved by the repeated transmission scheme comes at the cost

of increased expected delay for the other users transmitting on the channel. Assuming that only one strict

time deadline user is present on the channel at a time, and that NRTT > NRep, the expected delay E[T,]

for the other users is:

e - NRTT(V + NRTT)LPTb(
E[Tw] = NRTT - NRep(3.21)

See Appendix B.3 for a derivation of this result. Note that (3.21) is similar in form to the expected delay

given in (3.1), where the additional term NRTT/(NRTT - NRep) represents a reduction in throughput. This

reduction in throughput is the result of transmissions from strict time deadline users colliding with

transmissions from the other users. A plot of the minimum expected delay E[T,] for the other users

versus the number of transmissions NRep by the strict time deadline user is given in Fig. 92. Note that the

minimum expected delay occurs when v = 1.
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We see from Fig. 92 that the minimum expected delay for the other users on the ALOHA channel increases

linearly with an increasing number of repeated transmissions by the strict time deadline user. However,

for the case where NRep = 10, we see from (3.21) and Fig. 92 that the minimum expected delay for the

other users is 0.7107 seconds, which is only a four percent increase in latency from the case where NRep =

1. Given that the expected delay for the strict time deadline user decreases from 0.6823 seconds when

NRep = 1, to 0.2552 seconds when NRep = 10, a reduction of approximately 62.6 percent, the small

increase in expected delay for the other users may be worth the significant reduction in expected delay

for the strict time deadline user. It is important to remember that the results in Fig. 91 and Fig. 92 are

developed under the assumption that the arrival rate of packets from strict time deadline users is

sufficiently small such that only one packet from a strict time deadline user is present in the channel at

any given time. Allowing even one additional packet from a strict time deadline user to be present in the
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channel results in a nontrivial increase in expected delay for all users. Therefore, the repeated

transmission scheme is only effective for very light traffic from strict time deadline users'O.

3.4 Summary

This chapter investigated the performance of a slotted ALOHA protocol using the Rivest Algorithm for a

channel with long feedback delay. Section 3.1 outlined the implementation of the Rivest Algorithm and

developed performance metrics for analyzing simulations of the ALOHA system. It was also shown in this

section that the Rivest Algorithm using A = e-1 is an effective method for maintaining system stability.

Section 3.2 analyzed simulations of the ALOHA system for time-varying arrival rates in both supportable

and congested conditions. The Rivest Algorithm was demonstrated to achieve high throughput, even

during congested conditions, and to effectively clear congestion during sufficiently long periods of

supportable traffic. Additionally, a technique for estimating the time required for a system to clear

congestion was developed in this section. Section 3.3 discussed the requirement for dual-class service for

priority users and a random drop dual-class service scheme. A technique for estimating the arrival rates

of packets from normal and priority users was also developed in this section in order to detect when a

random drop is necessary. Additionally, the performance of the random drop dual-class service scheme

was simulated and demonstrated to be a reasonably effective means of implementing dual-class service.

Finally, the implementation of a strict time deadline service using repeated transmissions was discussed

and shown to only be effective for very light traffic from strict time deadline users.

10 Note that multiple strict time deadline users could be better accommodated by allowing them to transmit on
multiple noncontiguous time slots selected randomly in a single RTT.
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Chapter 4

Physical Layer Defenses

This chapter considers attack vectors an adversary may pursue against the physical layer of DS/ALOHA

SATCOM system and techniques to counter such attacks. Power robbing is the first attack method

investigated and is shown to be highly effective against a SATCOM system acting as a simple relay. Power

robbing is also shown to impose a limiting effect on the power advantage over an interferer that a system

can provide to its users. Onboard signal processing is demonstrated to be an effective means of mitigating

the effects of power robbing by an interferer. The next attack vector considered is a concentrated

interference technique known as a pulsed interferer. The pulsed interferer is shown to be highly effective

against an uncoded channel. Repeat coding is introduced as an effective means of mitigating the pulsed

interferer. The last attack vector considered in this chapter is another concentrated interference

technique that we call channel-selective interference. Channel-selective interference is shown to be

effective against a system using repeat coding and a technique we call code switching is developed to

mitigate this type of interference. Code switching's ease of implementation is also outlined.

4.1 Downlink Power Robbing

Downlink power robbing is a simple and effective interference technique that can be used against a

SATCOM system acting as a relay between two ground stations. When serving as a relay, the satellite

simply receives and retransmits whatever signals it receives. Since commercial SATCOM systems in this
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configuration do not discriminate between where uplink signals originated, these systems are often

hijacked by third parties to broadcast their own signals. An interferer can take advantage of the SATCOM

system in a similar manner by broadcasting a very powerful signal to the satellite's receiver. Since the

relay allocates power to its downlink signals proportionally, the interferer's powerful signal on the uplink

can steal a significant portion of the system's downlink power. The power stolen by the interferer results

in less downlink power being available for the retransmission of signals from legitimate users and can

therefore lead to unacceptably high bit error rates.

An effective method to mitigate downlink power robbing is through onboard signal processing in a

SATCOM system. By digitally processing signals before retransmission, the system can identify the

interferer's signal and avoid retransmitting it. While onboard signal processing does come at the cost of

added weight, expense, and power consumption, it is necessary to ensure that an interferer cannot steal

power from the downlink. In order to quantify the performance gain from onboard signal processing, the

next section analyzes the effect of an interferer on the bit error rates of a system configured as a simple

relay and a system with onboard signal processing.

4.1.1 Performance Comparison of Signal Processing Schemes

In order to analyze the effects of an interferer on the system serving as a relay and the system with

onboard signal processing, it is assumed that the underlying data signal is generated using binary phase-

shift-keying (BPSK). Additionally, it is assumed that the interferer only transmits on the uplink channel,

and that its signal power is spread uniformly over W,. Finally, it is assumed that the downlink channel

from the SATCOM system has a finite amount of power available for transmission that is allocated

proportionally based on the relative strengths of received signals.
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Given these assumptions, the bit error rate for the system acting as a relay PRe1 is equal to the bit error

rate of the relay's downlink channel PDR. For a BPSK signal, PDR can be expressed as [61:

PD = Q(2 -SN RDR > (41)

where Q is the q-function and SNRDR is the downlink signal-to-noise ratio for the relay. Assuming that

path loss is uniform among users and the interferer, that the ambient channel noise is the same at both

the uplink and downlink receivers, and that co-channel interference is negligible, SNRDR can be expressed

as:

Esat _-1ETx~c+G-E GRX FP
SNRDR -((1)ET + Gn 1E)G (4.2)

Esat _ -1 E GRXFPG-1 + NOWd(1-e-')ETXNC + Gn,7E1 ]

where Esat is the downlink EIRP of the SATCOM system and is assumed to have a value of 30 dBW. A

derivation of (4.2) is given in Appendix C.1. Note that the numerator in (4.2) corresponds to the power

allocated to the signals from legitimate users while the denominator corresponds to the power allocated

to the interferer's signal plus ambient noise power.

Assuming that bit errors occur independently for the uplink and downlink channels of the system using

onboard signal processing, the bit error rate for the system PProc is related to the bit error rates of the

uplink and downlink channels in the following manner:

Pproc = 1 - (1 - PUP - PDP) (4.3)
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where Pup is the probability of a bit error on the uplink channel and PDP is the probability of a bit error

on the downlink channel. Essentially, the expression in (4.3) states that the probability of a bit error

occurring in the system is equal to the complement of the probability that no errors occur on either the

uplink or downlink. The uplink and downlink channel error probabilities are:

Pup = Q ( 2- NR up) , (.4)

PDP = Q(2-SN RDP) , (4.5)

where SNRup and SNRDp are the signal-to-noise ratios of the uplink and downlink channels, respectively,

for the system using onboard signal processing. Using the same assumptions for the relay case, SNRup

and SNRDP can be expressed as:

ETxGRXFP
SNRup = (4.6)

E, GRX F G;-1Gy- + No Wd

SNRDP EsatGRXFp (4.7)
(1 - e'-)NNOWd

See Appendix C.1 for a derivation of the expressions given above. Using the expressions developed for

PRej and Pproc in (4.1) and (4.3), the performance of the system acting as a relay and the system using

onboard signal processing can be compared by plotting PRej and Pproc versus the ratio of user EIRP to

interferer EIRP. Using the same parameter values developed in Appendix A.1", along with a processing

gain of 1023, a plot of PRej and Pproc versus ETX/EI for Nc = 100 is given in Fig. 93. Note that the results

" Note that a receiver gain of 72 dB is used to model a 10 m diameter antenna (a best case for the relay system).
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in Fig. 93 are for the best case scenario where the interferer's signal experiences 20 dB of antenna nulling

on the uplink.

System Acting as Relay PRe]
- Onboard Signal Processing P Proc

10-4 10-2 100 102

Signal-to-Interference Power Ratio E TX / El

Fig. 93 Bit Error Probability Comparison with Nc = 100 for a System Serving
Using Onboard Signal Processing

as a Relay and a System

We see from Fig. 93 that there is approximately a 30 dB difference in the values of ETx/E at which PRel

and PProc achieve the same bit error rate. In other words, the system with onboard signal processing can

achieve the same bit error rate as the system acting as a relay with a signal-to-interference ratio that is

40 dB lower. This significant difference in bit error rates demonstrates that the relay system is highly

susceptible to power robbing, and that the system with onboard signal processing is far more resilient to

this kind of attack. It should be noted that the bit error rates plotted in Fig. 93 were developed under the

assumption that a relatively low number of channels are supported by the SATCOM system. Since the

DS/ALOHA system must be able to support a very large number of channels, it is also important to
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understand how increasing the number of channels affects PRel and PProc. A plot of PReI and Pproc versus

ETX/EI for a greater number of channels (Nc = 1000) is given in Fig. 94.
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Fig. 94 Bit Error Probability Comparison with Nc = 1000 for a System Serving as a Relay and a System
Using Onboard Signal Processing

We see from Fig. 94 that the system with onboard signal processing maintains a power advantage of

approximately 30 dB over the system acting as a relay. Therefore, as the number of channels supported

by the system increases, the system with onboard signal processing maintains a significant power

advantage over the system acting as a relay. It should be noted that the minimum bit error rate achievable

by both systems is unacceptably high in Fig. 94. This is due to the fact that error correcting code, which

considerably reduces the bit error rate, is not included in the models developed in (4.1) through (4.7).

Therefore, the ambient noise in the channel is able to impose an unacceptably high limit on the bit error

rate achievable by the system. Thus, the primary purpose of Fig. 94 is to provide insight on the relative
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difference in vulnerability to power robbing between a relay system and system with onboard signal

processing rather than to determine the exact bit error rates achievable by a real system.

4.1.2 Limiting Effect of Power Robbing on Interference Mitigation

The negative effect of power robbing on the relay system also imposes a limit on the system's ability to

mitigate interference. In order to understand this limiting behavior, it is first necessary to develop the

interference-to-signal power ratio I/SReq required for a broadband interferer to cause an unacceptably

high bit error rate. For this generic case, I/SReq can be expressed as:

WSS/Wd
I/SReq = Gn - / (4.8)

EbINT

where NT is the total power spectral density of the interferer and ambient channel noise, and Eb/NT is

the lowest tolerable bit-to-interference energy ratio. Note that it is assumed in (4.8) that the interferer is

spreading its power evenly over W,. We see from (4.8) that increasing the processing gain Ws/Wd

increases the amount of power required for an interferer to cause an unacceptably high bit error rate.

Conversely, increasing EbINT decreases the amount of interferer power required to degrade the

channel's bit error rate to an unacceptably high value. Increasing the bandwidth Wss over which the

channel's data signal is spread results in a linear increase in I/SReq when Wd and Eb/NT remain constant.

In other words, the power advantage of a user over a broadband interferer can be increased without limit

by increasing the spreading factor Wss/Wd of the signal.

For the case where power robbing is present in the system, the required interference-to-signal power

ratio I/SRob has the following form:
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"WRob ss[Esat FpGRX - (1~ e )NcWNo(Eb/NT)](
Gn 1(Eb/NT)WssWdNo + Gn 1 (Eb/NT)WEsatFpGRX

See Appendix C.2 for a derivation of this result. Unlike the previous case, as W, increases toward infinity

the expression for JISRob given in (4.9) asymptotically approaches a limiting value I/SLimit instead of

infinity. The limiting value I/SLmjt is given by:

I/S = GnEsatFGRX - Gn(1 - e ')Nc (4.10)'Limit (Eb/NT)NOWd

See Appendix C.2 for a derivation of this limit. A plot of I/SReq I/ Rob and iSLimit versus the spreading

factor WVs/Wd is shown in Fig. 95.
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Note that the values for Gn, Esat, Fp, GRX, Wd, and No used in Fig. 95 are the same those values used in

Section 4.1.1. The limiting effect of power robbing is clearly evident in Fig. 95. As the spreading factor

increases beyond 102, IISROb diverges away from I/SReq and asymptotically approaches I/SLt. Note

that there is a difference of nearly 5 dB between the values of I/SReq and I/SRob when the spreading

factor is 103. In this way, power robbing significantly degrades the power advantage of a user over an

interferer for a system serving as a relay.

4.2 Concentrated Interference Attacks

In previous sections, it is assumed that the interferer uniformly spreads its power over Wss and broadcasts

continuously in time. Such an interferer is known as a constant power broadband interferer [6]. Since the

broadband interferer can be effectively mitigated through the use of spectrum spreading, an adversary

may use a different transmission strategy which is more effective. Two possible strategies are

concentrating the interferer's power in time, by pulsing its signal on and off, or concentrating its power in

a specific subset of DS codes. The pulsed interference strategy is analyzed in Section 4.2.1 and is shown

to be more effective in degrading the bit error rate of the channel than the constant power broadband

interferer. The strategy of concentrating interference in a subset of DS codes is analyzed in Section 4.2.3

and is shown to have equivalent behavior to the pulsed interferer when the system does not change DS

codes over the transmission of a single packet. Note that we call this strategy a channel-selective

interferer. Since the constant power broadband interferer is effectively mitigated by spectrum spreading,

techniques are developed in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4 to reduce the effectiveness of the pulsed and

channel-selective interference strategies to the same level as the constant power broadband interferer.
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4.2.1 Uncoded Channel with Pulsed Interference

Similar to the constant power broadband interferer, the pulsed interferer spreads its power uniformly

over the entire spread bandwidth W,,. However, the pulsed interferer only transmits for a fraction of the

time p. Assuming P is the time-average power available to the interferer, transmitting for a fraction of

the time allows the pulsed interferer to transmit with power P1 /p. Note that this signal power is greater

than the power P used by the constant power broadband interferer [6]. However, this increased

transmission power comes at the cost of only being able to affect the channel for a fraction of the time.

Assuming again that the channel is using BPSK as the underlying data modulation scheme, the bit error

rate of the channel Pb is [6]:

Pb = PQ( 2 -SNR(p)) , (4.11)

where it is assumed that the pulsed interferer either transmits for the entire duration of a bit period with

probability p, or does not transmit for the entire duration of a bit period with probability 1 - p [6]. It is

also assumed that these probabilities are independent between different bit periods and that no bit errors

occur when the interferer is not transmitting [6]. The signal-to-noise ratio from (4.11) is a function of p

and has the following form [6]:

ErxGpGn
SNR(p) = E p (4.12)

where ambient channel noise is assumed to be negligible when an interferer is present. Note that the

path loss F and the receiver antenna gain GRx are assumed to be the same for the user's and the

interferer's signals and therefore cancel out of the ratio. A plot of Pb versus the signal-to-interference

ratio ETx/EI for Gp = 1023, Gn = 100, and various values of p is given in Fig. 96. Noting that the case
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where p = 1 is equivalent to the constant power broadband interferer, we see from Fig. 96 that there

exist pulse rates p # 1 that yield significantly worse values of Pb for a given value of ETx/EI than the

constant power broadband interference strategy. For example, ETx/EI must be roughly 17 dB higher to

achieve a bit error rate of 10-6 when p = 0.01 than when p = 1. In other words, P, can be 17 db lower

for an interferer to successfully increase the bit error rate above 10-6 if it pulses its transmissions with

rate p = 0.01 than when it continuously transmits. Thus, a pulsed interferer is a far more effective

strategy for an adversary than the constant power broadband interferer.
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Fig. 96 Bit Error Probability for Pulsed Interferer on Uncoded Channel

To understand the maximum effectiveness of a pulsed interferer against an uncoded channel, the optimal

choice of p for every value of ETX/EI is developed in [6] by differentiating (4.11) with respect to p. The

optimal p* is shown to be [6]:
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0.709

p* = ETx GPGnl/Ei for ETxGpGnl/EI > 0.709

1 for ETxGpGn/E 0.709
(4.13)

A plot of the bit error rate versus ETX/EI for the constant power broadband interferer (p = 1) and a

pulsed interferer with p = p* is given in Fig. 97.
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Fig. 97 Bit Error Probability Comparison for Constant Power and Optimally Pulsed Interferers

We see from Fig. 97 that there is nearly a 30 dB difference between the values of ETx/E required to

achieve a bit error rate of 10-6 for the constant power broadband interferer and the interferer using the

optimal pulse rate. Given this significant difference in the interference strategies' ability to degrade the

channel, it is evident that the pulsed interference case must be addressed if the SATCOM system is to be

considered robust.
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4.2.2 Coded Channel with Pulsed Interference

A simple coding scheme known as repeat coding can mitigate the effectiveness of a pulsed interferer.

Under the repeat coding scheme, each transmitted bit is divided into an odd number of symbols m, each

with symbol period Tb/m and power ETx/m [6]. The transmitted symbols also have the same value as

their corresponding data bit. Thus, repeat coding is essentially transmitting the same bit m times with

each transmission having 1/m of the power and m times the rate as the transmitted bit. Even though the

symbol rate is m times faster than the bit rate, it is shown in [6] that this does not result in a larger required

signal bandwidth due to the DS spreading technique being used. If the symbols are interleaved, the

probabilities that symbols from the same data bit are affected by the interferer are independent. The

probability of a symbol error e for a transmission with interleaved symbols is [6]:

E = pQ 2- SNR(p)) (4.14)

Note that it is assumed that no symbol errors occur when the interferer is not transmitting. The signal to

noise ratio in (4.14) has the form:

SNR(p) = ETXGp (4.15)
mE

Thus, the probability of a symbol error under the repeat coding scheme has the same form as the

probability of a bit error for the uncoded channel, except that the SNR for the repeat coding scheme is

worse by a factor of 1/m. While this result does not appear to show any improvement over the uncoded

channel, the advantage of the repeat coding scheme is that some of a data bit's transmitted symbols may

be received while the interferer is not transmitting. If a hard decision decoder is used, where the receiver
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makes a decision on each symbol's value individually, the probability of a bit error for the repeat coding

scheme is [6]:

(4.16)Pb =)E ( - E)M

i=(M+1)/2

where a bit error occurs if more than half of its symbols are received incorrectly. Note that this is why m

is defined as an odd integer in order to avoid the ambiguous case where exactly of the symbols are

received incorrectly. The requirement that the interferer must degrade at least half of the transmitted

symbols in order to cause an error is the principle advantage of the repeat coding scheme over the

uncoded channel. A plot of Pb for the repeat coding scheme versus ETx/EI for Gp = 1023, Gn = 100,

7n = 9, and various values of p is given in Fig. 98.
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Note that the smaller values of p from Fig. 96 have been excluded from Fig. 98 since these pulse rates

have a significantly smaller effect on the coded channel than the constant power broadband interferer.

We see from Fig. 98 that the use of m = 9 repeat coding on the channel significantly reduces the

effectiveness of the pulsed interferer. The value of ETx/EI required by the system to achieve a bit error

rate of 10-6 for the case with a pulsed interferer with rate p = 0.5 is only 2 dB greater than the case with

a constant power interferer. Thus, the impact of a pulsed interferer on the channel has been reduced to

nearly the same effectiveness as the constant power broadband interferer. It should be noted that there

are more effective coding techniques than the m = 9 repeat coding scheme used in this example. Repeat

coding is chosen for its simplicity in order to illustrate how coding can reduce the effectiveness of a pulsed

interferer.

4.2.3 Channel-Selective Interference

Another attack strategy that an interferer may use is to concentrate its power in specific DS codes. Since

different codes correspond to different channels, this type of interferer will be referred to as a channel-

selective interferer. It is assumed for now that users transmit on the same DS code for an entire time-slot.

If the interferer transmits with equal power on a fraction a of all possible DS codes, the user will transmit

on a channel affected by the interferer with probability a, and will transmit on a channel free of

interference with probability 1 - a. In this case, repeat coding and interleaving do not offer any

advantage to the user because the interferer either affects all or none of the transmitted symbols for a

data bit, depending on whether or not the user is transmitting on the same channel as the interferer.

Assuming that no bit errors occur when a user transmits a packet on a clear channel, the probability of a

bit error is:
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Pb = aQ (2 -SNR(a)) , (4.17)

where the signal-to-noise ratio in (4.17) is a function of a:

SNR(a) = ETxGPG a (4.18)

Note that in (4.18) the user has lost the power advantage afforded by the processing gain because the

interferer is spreading its signal in the same manner as the user, with its power evenly divided among the

aG, channels it is transmitting on. We see from (4.17) and (4.18) that the bit error probability for the

channel-selective interferer has the same form as the case where an uncoded channel is subjected to a

pulsed interferer. It is shown in [6] that repeat coding has approximately the same bit error rate as the

uncoded channel when all symbols are transmitted in the presence of an interferer. Therefore, the bit

error probability given for the uncoded channel in (4.17) is approximately the same for the case where

repeat coding is used. Given the duality between the channel-selective interferer and the pulsed interferer

on an uncoded channel, the optimal fraction of DS codes a* for the interferer to transmit on is then:

0.709

a* = ETxGpGn/E for ETxGpGn/E > 0.709 (4.19)

1 for ETxGpGn/E 5 0.709

As in the pulsed interferer case, the effectiveness of the channel-selective interferer is compared against

the effectiveness of the constant power broadband interferer (a = 1). A plot of the bit error rate versus

the signal-to-interference power ratio ETx/EI for the constant power broadband interferer and a

channel-selective interferer with a = a* is given in Fig. 99. We see from Fig. 99 that there is a difference

of almost 25 dB in the values of ETX/EI required to achieve a bit error rate of 10-6 for the constant power
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broadband interferer and the optimal channel-selective interferer. Thus, the channel-selective interferer

can achieve a significantly worse bit error probability than the constant power broadband interferer for

equivalent values of ETx/EI. Note that these results are based on the assumption that the interferer can

synthesize and transmit signals simultaneously on the desired fraction of channels a. Given that the cross-

correlation of DS codes is low, but is not zero, it is likely that this assumption is impractical as a approaches

a large fraction of channels because the interferer's transmissions will cancel out significant portions of

one another.
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1
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Signal-to-Interference Power Ratio E TX/ EI

10~1

Fig. 99 Bit Error Probability Comparison for Optimal Channel-Selective and Broadband Interferers

Since the results in Fig. 99 can be achieved by the channel-selective interferer when repeat coding is used,

an additional system modification is required to mitigate the effects of this interference scheme. The

following section develops a technique called code switching to address the channel-selective interferer's

threat to the SATCOM system.
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4.2.4 Channel-Selective Interference with Code Switching

The primary vulnerability of a channel to a channel-selective interferer is that either all, or none, of a bit's

symbols are affected by the interferer. As was seen with repeat coding and the pulsed interferer, if the

symbols' probability of being affected by the interferer can be made independent with probability a, the

effectiveness of the interferer can be significantly reduced. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a

modification to the system that prevents an interferer from easily affecting the entire transmission of a

packet. A simple means of achieving independent probabilities that symbols are affected by the interferer

is to change which DS code the system is using after a fixed number of bit periods NB. If the repeated

symbols for data bits are interleaved over the entire packet length Lp, then a single bit can have up to

Lp/NB symbols whose probabilities of being affected by an interferer are independent. These

independent probabilities are achieved by transmitting a symbol from the same data bit over each of the

Lp/NB different DS codes used in the transmission. The technique of switching DS codes over the course

of a single transmitted packet will be referred to as code switching. If code switching is used, then the

probability of a symbol error is:

E = aQ( 2- SNR(a)) (4.20)

Note that it is assumed that no symbol errors occur when the interferer is not present on the channel.

The signal to noise ratio in (4.20) has the form:

ETxGp Gn
SNR(a) = a (4.21)

mE

Using a hard decision decoder, the bit error probability has the same form as the channel with repeat

coding subjected to a pulsed interferer:
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Pb Y ia -er-i(4.22)
i=(m+1)/2

We see from (4.20), (4.21), and (4.22) that code switching allows the channel to take full advantage of

repeat coding to achieve a bit error probability with the same form as the case where repeat coding is

used to mitigate a pulsed interferer.

If code switching with NB = 100 bit periods per DS code change is used with a packet length of LP =

1000 bits, then the channel can support up to 10 repeated symbols per transmitted bit that will each have

an independent probability a of being affected by the channel-selective interferer. Thus, repeat coding

with m = 9 symbols can be applied to the channe 12 . A plot of Pb for the repeat coding scheme versus

ETx/EI for Gp = 1023, G, = 100, m = 9, and various values of a is given in Fig. 100. We see from Fig.

100 that the addition of code switching to the channel significantly reduces the effectiveness of the

channel-selective interferer. The value of Erx/E, required to achieve a bit error probability of 10-6 for

the channel selective interferer with rate a = 0.5 is now only 1.5 dB above the required value for the

constant power broadband interferer (a = 1). Thus, the introduction of code switching is an effective

strategy to mitigate a channel-selective interferer.

Another benefit of DS code switching is that it is fairly easy to implement in a system. Since the system's

DS code sequence is changed periodically, but not its timing, the receiver does not need to reacquire the

signal each time the DS code is changed. Thus, the phase and timing of the signal lock are unaffected by

switching which DS code is being used by the system [6].

12 Note that m = 9 repeat coding is used even though up to 10 symbols are supported by code switching since m
must be an odd integer.
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4.3 Summary

This chapter explored possible attacks an adversary may use against the DS/ALOHA system at the physical

layer and techniques to mitigate them. Section 4.1 outlined the power robbing interference strategy and

how it can be used against a relay system to significantly degrade channel quality. Power robbing was also

shown to impose a limiting effect on the system's ability to provide a power advantage over an interferer

to its users. Finally in this section, the inclusion of onboard signal processing was demonstrated to

effectively mitigate the power robbing attack. Section 4.2 explored concentrated interference attacks in

the form of pulsed and channel-selective interferers. Repeat coding was shown to be an effective

mitigation technique against a pulsed interferer. Additionally, code switching was shown to be required

in order to effectively mitigate the effects of a channel-selective interferer.
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Chapter 5

MAC Layer Defenses

This chapter considers attacks an interferer may use against the MAC layer of the DS/ALOHA system and

develops techniques for mitigating these attacks. The channel-selective interference strategy is

reexamined in this chapter from a MAC layer perspective. A modified version of the Rivest Algorithm is

developed to achieve close to the maximum throughput allowed by the channel-selective interferer and

is shown to achieve better throughput and congestion clearing than the original algorithm. Next, the

introduction of code switching to the channel is shown to improve the system's ability to mitigate the

channel-selective interferer. Finally, a collision-spoofing interferer is considered and is shown to be

mitigated by code switching.

5.1 Modified Rivest Algorithm with Channel-Selective Interference

In this section, we again consider a channel-selective interferer that transmits on each time slot with

probability a. We assume that code switching is not used by the system and that the interferer transmits

with the same power as a legitimate user. Under these conditions, the interferer behaves as a malicious

user who transmits with fixed probability a, regardless of the transmission probability broadcast by the

system. Thus, the interferer will cause additional collisions and congestion in the channel, resulting in a

degradation in throughput. The additional collisions observed by the channel will also cause the Rivest

Algorithm to overestimate the number of packets in the system, since the satellite cannot differentiate
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between collisions involving only legitimate users and collisions caused by the interferer. Therefore, in

order to achieve as high a throughput as the interferer will allow, it is necessary to develop a modified

version of the Rivest Algorithm that takes the interferer's behavior into account when updating its

estimate v of the number of packets in the system.

5.1.1 Maximum Achievable Throughput with Interference

Before developing the modified Rivest Algorithm, it is important to understand what the maximum

achievable throughput Fmax is when a channel-selective interferer is present in the system. Assuming that

each legitimate packet in the system originates from a different user and that the total transmission rate

for all legitimate packets in the system can be approximated as a Poisson process with rate G, the

departure rate of packets from the system F is:

F = (1 - a)Ge-G (5.1)

where each time slot has a probability of 1 - a of being free of transmissions from the interferer. Noting

that the departure rate from the system is equivalent to throughput, F is also the system throughput in

packets per time slot. The maximum achievable throughput max in the presence of a channel selective

interferer is obtained by optimizing (5.1) with respect to the total packet transmission rate G.

Differentiating (5.1) with respect to G results in an optimal value of G* = 1. Substituting G* into (5.1)

yields the following expression for Fmax:

Fmax = (1 - a)e- 1  (5.2)

The effect of the channel-selective interferer on the DS/ALOHA channel is readily apparent in (5.2). As the

probability a of a time slot containing a transmission by the interferer increases, Fmax decreases linearly
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and reaches a value of zero at a = 1. Thus, a channel-selective interferer that is able to achieve a high

interference rate a can significantly degrade system throughput below e-1. It should be noted that the

modified Rivest Algorithm developed in the following section cannot recover the throughput lost to the

additional congestion caused by the channel selective interferer, but can ensure that the system is

operating as close to Fmax as possible.

5.1.2 Derivation of Feedback Parameters for Modified Algorithm

A modified Rivest Algorithm is developed using the same pseudo-Bayesian method used to develop the

original algorithm [4]. It is assumed that some form of authentication is used so that a transmission by the

interferer that occurs on a hole slot is not misinterpreted as a success by the system. Given these

assumptions, the interferer has no effect on hole slots. Such authentication can be achieved by embedding

a code in each user packet that is unknown to the interferer. Collision slots are also unaffected by

interferer transmissions because the Rivest Algorithm is unconcerned with how many users were involved

in a collision. Thus, the only way the channel-selective interferer affects the system is when it transmits

on a time slot containing a single transmission from a legitimate user. This "success" slot becomes a

collision slot due to the interferer's transmission and results in the legitimate user having to attempt to

transmit its packet again on another time slot.

Following the pseudo-Bayesian method, the distribution P,(n) of the number of packets in the system N

is approximated as a Poisson distribution with mean v:

P,(n) = (5.3)
n!
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Assuming that there are N packets in the system that are each transmitted with probability q on the

current time slot, the probability of a hole Hq(N) is:

Hq(N) = (1 - q)N (5.4)

We see from (5.4) that the interferer has no effect on the probability of a hole due to our assumption that

legitimate users can be authenticated by the system. The probability of a success Sq (N) for a system with

N packets is:

Sq(N) = (1 - a) ( q(1 - q)N-1 (5.5)

where a success occurs if and only if one user transmits during the time slot and the interferer does not

transmit. The probability of a collision Cq(N) for a system with N packets is:

Cq(N) = 1 - H(N) - Sq(N) , (5.6)

where a collision occurs if two or more users transmit during the time slot or if a single user and the

interferer both transmit. Using the results from (5.3) through (5.6), the unnormalized distributions for N

given a hole, success, and a collsion during the current slot are, respectively:

P,(n) - Hq(n) = e-,q -P,.(n)

P,(n) -Sq(n) = (1 - a)vq -e-,q -Pw(n - 1)

(5.7)

(5.8)
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P (n) -Cq(n) = Pp (n) - [1 - Hq(n) - Sq(n)] , (5.9)

where w = 1 - q. See Appendix D.1 for a derivation of these distributions. Normalizing each distribution

given above to obtain the final distributions for N given a hole, a success, or a collision:

PNIH (n) P (n) , (5.10)

PNIs(n) = P (n - 1) , (5.11)

PN~cn) =P,(n) - [1 - Hqy(n) - Sq(n)] (.2
PNIC(n) - ,(5.12)

1 - e -v - (1 -a)vq - e -v

where PNIH(n) is the final distribution of N given that a hole is observed on the most recent time slot,

PNIS(n) is the final distribution of N given that a success is observed, and PNIC(n) is the final distribution

of N given that a collision is observed. See Appendix D.1 for a derivation of these distributions. Noting

that PNIH(n) and PN|s(n) have the same form as the final Poisson distributions derived in [4] for the

original Rivest Algorithm, the appropriate change to v given that a hole or success is observed is to

decrement v by one, as is done in the original Rivest Algorithm. This result makes intuitive sense since

hole slots are unaffected by the interferer due to authentication and the number of packets in the system

decreases by one when a success occurs (excluding new arrivals).

Similar to the collision case in [4], PN|c(n) does not simplify to a Poisson distribution. Instead, it can be

approximated as a Poisson distribution with the same mean as the distribution in (5.12). Taking the

expectation of the distribution in (5.12) yields:
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E[N'C] - v(a + e v + q - 2) (5.13)
e vq - 1 - (1 - a)vq

Assuming that q = 1/v and that v > 1, the expression in (5.13) simplifies to:

E[NIC] = v + (5.14)

See Appendix D.1 for a derivation of the results in (5.13) and (5.14). From (5.14) we see that the estimated

number of packets in the system v should be incremented by the constant value (e - 2 + a)-' when a

collision is observed. Noting that the incremental value (e - 2 + a)-' decreases with increasing

probability of the interferer being present in the channel a, this result can be interpreted as attributing a

fraction of the collisions observed by the system to the interferer rather than to congestion among the

users. Since the probability of the interferer being present in the channel influences the increment of v

when a collision is observed, it will be necessary for the system to have a means of estimating a (see the

next section). Given the results in (5.10), (5.11), and (5.14), the modified Rivest Algorithm can be

formulated as a protocol where the system maintains an estimate of the current number of packets in the

system v, and during each slot,

* users with packets to send transmit with probability q = 1/v;

* the system decrements v by 1 if a hole or success is observed on the most recent slot, and

increments v by (e - 2 + a)' if a collision is observed on the most recent slot (where d is an

estimate of the interferer's transmission rate);

* the system sets v to max{v + A, 1}, where A is the estimated user arrival rate and is chosen

to be the constant value e- 1 based on the results in [18].
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5.1.3 Estimating Interferer Transmission Rate

In order to estimate the probability of the interferer being present on a time slot a, the system observes

the outcomes of the most recent NOb slots and counts the number of holes N. From the set of hole slots

observed, the system counts the number of hole slots that contain an unauthenticated transmission from

the interferer. Given that Nh hole slots were observed in the most recent Nob, slots where an interferer

is transmitting with constant rate a, the probability of observing Na hole slots where the interferer

transmitted is:

PNaINhfa(na) = Nh) na(1 - a)Nh-na , (5.15)
(a

where it is assumed that all unauthenticated transmissions originate from the interferer. Since the

distribution of the interferer's transmission rate is unknown to the system, the value of a can be estimated

by maximizing (5.15) with respect to a according to the maximum likelihood hypothesis test.

Differentiating (5.15) with respect to a results in an optimal value of a* = na/Nh (see Appendix D.2 for

a derivation of this result). Thus the estimate of a for the most recent Nob, slots observed should be set

to a = Na/Nh to maximize the probability of correctly choosing a. The technique for estimating the rate

at which the interferer affects time slots a can be summarized as:

" observing the outcomes of the most recent Nobv slots;

* identifying the set and total number of slots that contain a hole Nh;

" counting the number of slots that contain an unauthenticated transmission from the set of hole

slots Na;

* estimating the interferer's transmission rate as a = Na/Nh.
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Note that the estimation of the interferer's rate is also an estimation of the interferer's transmission

power, since the rate at which the interferer can affect the channel is governed by its effective isotropic

radiated power (EIRP). For a satellite system using a spread-spectrum technique like direct sequence

coding, the interferer's EIRP E, is related to its rate a by:

E= Wd (5.16)
ETXWssGn'

where ETx is the transmission EIRP used by legitimate users, Wd is the data signal bandwidth, Wss is the

spread-spectrum bandwidth, and Gn is the power advantage of a user over the interferer due to antenna

nulling. Note that it is assumed in (5.16) that the interferer's signal experiences the same path loss as

signals from legitimate users.

The choice of the number of slots N,,b to include in the estimation of a involves a tradeoff between

accuracy and responsiveness. If the interferer abruptly changes the rate at which it affects the channel,

the system will have to wait for N,,b slots for its estimate to fully reflect the change in transmission rate.

Thus, as Nob, increases, the system becomes less responsive to a change in the interferer's behavior. To

determine how the choice of Nob, affects the accuracy of the estimation, the metric of expected

estimation error is introduced. Given that there are N hole slots in the most recent Nob, slots observed,

the system is expected to observe Na = aNh hole slots with an unauthenticated transmission. If Na *

aNh, the estimate 0 will have a normalized error of derr = INa - aNhI/aNh. The normalized expected

error of d given that Nh hole slots occur during the most recent Nob, time slots is:
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Nh

|Ii-aNhI N )Nh-i
EIaerr] = .N ,'(1 - a) -

IaNh i
(5.17)

where a normalized error of zero occurs when Na = aNh. The expression in (5.17) can be related to Nob,

by noting that there is a direct relation between Nh and Nob, (as the system observes more slots it is

expected to observe more holes). From [4], assuming that the system is stable and has a large number of

packets in the system, the expected number of holes observed given NOb, is E[NhINOb] - e-1 - Nobv.

Thus, the expected error from (5.17) can be expressed in terms of Nobv by setting Nobv = e - Nh. A plot

of the normalized expected estimation error versus Nobv is given in Fig. 101.
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From Fig. 101 we see that the normalized expected estimation error of the interferer's transmission rate

is monotonically decreasing with an increasing number of observed slots. Thus, the estimate of a becomes

more accurate as NOb, is increased. It should also be noted that the expected estimation error decreases

with increasing interferer transmission rate a as well. An intuitive explanation for this behavior is that

E[N] = aNh increases with increasing a, so the same deviation in the observed value of Na from its

expected value causes a proportionally smaller error when the interferer transmission rate a is larger. The

tradeoff between accuracy and responsiveness in the choice of Nob, is now apparent. Increasing Nobv

decreases the expected estimation error, resulting in greater accuracy. However, this comes with the

tradeoff of reduced responsiveness because the system must wait for a fully up-to-date estimation of a

when the interferer changes its rate. Since the expected estimation error asymptotically approaches zero

as Nobv is increased toward infinity, there is no "optimal" value of Nobv. Therefore, the value of Nob,

should be chosen to be as accurate as possible while satisfying any responsiveness requirements dictated

by the system.

5.1.4 Simulated Results

The performance of an ALOHA channel subjected to a channel-selective interferer with constant rate a

using both the original and modified Rivest Algorithms was simulated for various interferer transmission

rates. For each value of a, simulations were run with two values of the packet arrival rate A. The maximum

stable arrival rate of A = (1 - a)e-' was simulated in order to understand how well each algorithm

functions when run at the system's maximum achievable capacity. The maximum benign arrival rate of

A = e-1 was also simulated in order to determine how each algorithm handles instability introduced into

the system by the interferer. Note that for a particular simulation the values of a and A remain constant.

Each simulation was run for 20,000 time slots with a feedback delay of 250 time slots. The value of Nob,
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was chosen to be 1,000 slots (equivalent to 4 round trip times) to model a system that must be reasonably

responsive to changes in an interferer's transmission rate.

Sl

5.1.4.1 Simulated Throughput

Three simulations were run for each set of a and A values and the average throughput of the three

simulations was recorded. Note that throughput is defined here as the fraction of simulated time slots

that resulted in a successful transmission by a legitimate user. A plot of the average simulated throughput

versus interferer transmission rate a for the original and modified Rivest Algorithms with A = (1 - a)e-1

is given in Fig. 102 Similarly, a plot of the average simulated throughput versus a for the two algorithms

with A = e- 1 is given in Fig. 103.
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From the results in Fig. 102 we see the somewhat surprising result that the original Rivest Algorithm

performs reasonably close to the maximum achievable throughput Fmax despite a significant delay in

feedback and an overestimation the number of packets in the system (see the next section). We also see

that the modified Rivest Algorithm offers a slight throughput improvement over the original algorithm

when the system is run at its maximum stable arrival rate.

From Fig. 103 we see that both algorithms achieve average throughputs very close to 'max when A = e-.

The reason that this case offers improved throughput over the case shown in Fig. 102 is that the higher

arrival rate of packets mitigates the overestimation of the backlog by both algorithms to some degree and

allows the system to set a more accurate probability of transmission q. Note that since A > Fmax in this

case, more packets arrive to the system on average than it can clear and the number of backlogged
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packets and delay both grow without bound. This case reveals that when a system operating under benign

circumstances (where A = e~1 is a stable arrival rate) is suddenly subjected to an interferer, the system

can still perform close to its maximum achievable throughput despite increasing congestion. This is an

important result as it demonstrates that the sudden introduction of the interferer cannot significantly

disturb the Rivest Algorithm. Thus, the system can continue to clear packets at as high a rate as possible

while it reduces its packet arrival rate below Fmax (which is accomplished by dropping users or having

them reduce their data rates).

5.1.4.2 Simulated Estimation of Backlog

In addition to recording the throughput of each simulation, the number of packets in the system N and

the system's estimate v were recorded in order to compare the estimation accuracy of the two algorithms.

In general, the modified Rivest Algorithm achieved a more accurate estimate of N than the original

algorithm. An example of the difference in estimation accuracy between the two algorithms is shown in

Fig. 104 and Fig. 105. These results were generated from the case where a = 0.5 and A = 0.5e- 1. From

these results we see that both algorithms overestimate N, but that the modified algorithm achieves a

much more accurate value of v than the original Rivest Algorithm. The improved performance of the

modified algorithm is due to the fact that the interferer's presence is accounted for when collisions are

observed by the system. The primary benefit of the modified algorithm's more accurate estimation of N

is that congestion can be cleared more quickly once the interferer leaves the channel. An overestimate of

N results in a transmission probability q that is smaller than optimal value of q = 1/N. Therefore,

overestimating N suppresses the system and users will attempt transmissions less frequently than they

ought to. In this way, the modified Rivest Algorithm doesn't suppress the channel to the same degree as

the original algorithm and allows the channel to take advantage of the interferer's departure more quickly.
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5.1.4.3 Simulated Recovery Time from Interferer

In order to understand how quickly the original and modified Rivest Algorithms clear congestion once the

channel-selective stops attacking the system, the simulations shown in Fig. 104 and Fig. 105 were run for

an additional 10,000 time slots with an interferer rate of a = 0. These extended simulations model an

interferer attacking the channel for the first 20,000 time slots with a = 0.5 and then leaving the system.

After the interferer's departure the system is able to clear its congestion for the remaining 10,000 time

slots. Additionally, the arrival rate of user packets is increased from A = 0.5e-1 to A = 0.95e-1 four round

trip times (1000 time slots) after the interferer's departure. The increase in arrival rates models a system

that detects the interferer's departure within 4 RTT's and increases its arrival rate to take advantage of

the additional throughput available. A plot of the actual and estimated number of packets in the system

for the extended simulation of the original Rivest Algorithm is given in Fig. 106. A plot of the actual and

estimated number of packets in the system for the extended simulation of the modified Rivest Algorithm

is given in Fig. 107.

The primary performance metric of interest in these simulations is how long it takes for the system to

clear the congestion generated by the channel-selective interferer after it stops attacking the channel. We

call this metric the recovery time of the system and define it as the number of time slots required after

the interferer leaves the channel for the control algorithm to reduce the number of packets in the system

below 20 packets. The choice of 20 packets as the threshold for successfully clearing congestion is made

based on the results from previous simulations where N rarely exceeds 20 packets when the arrival rate

of packets to the system is less than the system's maximum throughput. A comparison of Fig. 106 and Fig.

107 reveals that the modified Rivest Algorithm has a much faster recovery time than the original Rivest

Algorithm. Given that there are nearly twice as many packets in the system using the original Rivest

Algorithm than the system using the modified Rivest Algorithm when the interferer leaves the channel,
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one might expect the recovery time of the original Rivest Algorithm to be approximately twice as long as

the recovery time of the modified Rivest Algorithm. However, the recovery time of the original algorithm

is 5364 time slots while the recovery time of the modified algorithm is only 752 time slots - more than

seven times shorter.
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Fig. 106 Extended Estimation of Packets in System by Original Rivest Algorithm
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The primary reason for the difference in performance between the two algorithms is that the original

Rivest Algorithm significantly overestimates the number of packets in the system and therefore

suppresses transmissions in the channel for a longer period of time than the modified Rivest Algorithm.

Thus, the modified Rivest Algorithm's more accurate estimation of the number of packets in the system

results in superior performance in clearing congestion after the interferer leaves the channel.

5.2 Performance Improvements from Using Code Switching

It is apparent from (5.2) that a channel-selective interferer that transmits on a large fraction of channels

can significantly reduce the system's maximum achievable throughput. While the modified Rivest

Algorithm is able to ensure that the system operates close to the maximum achievable throughput, it

cannot recover any of the lost throughput. Fortunately, implementing code switching in the system can

mitigate the throughput loss caused by the interferer. The effect of code switching on the interference
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rate a can be understood by introducing a metric known as the effective interference rate a'. We define

the effective interference rate as the fraction of success slots the interferer can degrade to collision slots.

For the DS/ALOHA system that does not use code switching, a' is simply the probability a of the interferer

transmitting on a time slot. However, for the system using code switching, the interferer may only

transmit during a fraction of a time slot since the channel changes the DS code it uses for transmission

during the transmission of a single packet. In this case, it is unclear when the system will interpret a single

user transmission affected by the interferer as a collision, and when it will interpret it as a success with

potential bit errors. To resolve this ambiguity, it is assumed that bit errors due to ambient noise in the

channel occur with negligible probability and that any bit errors in a transmission are the result of a

collision or the interferer. If the system assumes that any time slot containing a transmission with bit

errors is a collision, then the interferer only needs to cause a single bit error in a transmitted user packet

to degrade the success slot to a collision. Note that it is assumed that the system can detect any bit errors

that occur in a transmitted packet. Under this scheme, a' is equivalent to the probability that a success

slot contains one or more bit errors after decoding when an interferer is attacking the system:

a' = 1 - (1 pb)Lp , (5.18)

where Pb is the bit error probability and LP is the length in bits of transmitted packet. It is assumed that

the channel changes the DS code it is using for transmission after every NB = 10 bit periods. If repeat

coding is used, a coding rate of up to m = 99 symbols per bit can be used without violating the

assumption that symbol error probabilities are independent and identically distributed. The bit error

probability for m = 99 repeat coding is [6]:
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99

P = 99)E i(l - E)99~i (5.19)
i=50

where E is the probability of a symbol error and has the following form for a channel using BPSK

modulation [6]:

E = ctQ (2 -SNR(a)) , (5.20)

where SNR(a) is the signal to noise ratio as a function of a and has the following form when ambient

noise is assumed to be negligible:

SNR (a) = ETxGp , (5.21)
99 - Ea

where ETx is the EIRP of a single user, GP is the processing gain due to DS spectrum spreading, G, is the

power advantage of a user over the interferer due to antenna nulling, and E, is the EIRP of the interferer.

A plot of the effective interference rate a' versus the interferer rate a for a system using code switching

and a system using a static DS code is given in Fig. 108. Note that the values for ETX, Gn, and E, used to

generate Fig. 108 are the same as the those from Section 2.2.2. Additionally, a processing gain of 40 dB is

used in Fig. 108. This processing gain is achieved by spreading a 100 kHz data signal bandwidth over a

bandwidth of 1 GHz.
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Fig. 108 Comparison of Effective Interference Rates for System Using a Static DS Code and System Using
Code Switching

We see from Fig. 108 that the system using code switching can achieve a lower effective interference rate

for interferer rates below approximately a = 0.8. Thus, the inclusion of code switching in the system

significantly reduces the rate at which the interferer can degrade success slots for a < 0.8. We also see

from Fig. 108 that code switching performs worse that the system with a static DS code for a > 0.8. The

reason for this behavior is that for high interferer rates, the system is better off not changing its DS code

since the probability that the system changes its DS code to a code affected by the channel-selective

interferer is very high. Thus, as a increases, the probability that a channel initially selects a DS code free

of interference eventually becomes greater than the probability that the channel switches among enough

DS codes free of interference during the duration of a packet transmission to avoid a bit errors. Thus, for

sufficiently large values of a, the system is better offer using static DS code assignments.
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Another way to represent the performance improvement achieved by code switching for a < 0.8 is to

compare the maximum achievable throughput Fmax for systems using code switching and static DS codes.

An expression for Fmax can be derived by substituting a' for a in (5.2):

Fmax = (1 - a')e- 1  (5.22)

A comparison of the maximum achievable throughput for a system using code switching and a system

using static DS codes is given in Fig. 109. We see from Fig. 109 that the system using code switching can

achieve a throughput close to e- 1 for a < 0.7 and a higher throughput than the system using static DS

codes for a < 0.8. It should be noted that smaller values of a are of more interest for this interference

strategy since an interferer with enough transmission power to achieve a large value of a would be able

to cause more damage to the system by using a different strategy. Thus, for the interference rates of

interest, code switching can significantly improve performance over a system using static DS code

assignments.

Finally, it should be noted that the modified Rivest Algorithm described in Section 5.1.2 can be used with

code switching. This is accomplished by incrementing v by (e - 2 + d')~1, where a-' is an estimate of the

effective interference rate. An estimate of the effective interference rate a' can be made by estimating

the interferer rate a using the same method as described in Section 5.1.3 and then using (5.18) through

(5.21) to compute a'. Note that this method assumes that transmissions by the interferer on hole slots

can still be reliably detected by whatever authentication mechanism the system is using.
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5.3 Defense against a Collision-Spoofing Interferer

The previous sections in this chapter consider a channel-selective interferer that focuses its attacks on

success slots by attempting to degrade them into collisions. An alternate strategy the channel-selective

interferer may pursue is to imitate collisions on hole slots. Instead of trying to appear as a legitimate user

transmitting in the channel, the interferer may instead transmit an incoherent message with the same

characteristics as a collision. When the interferer's transmission falls on a hole slot, the system has no way

of knowing whether the channel output is from a genuine collision or a collision-spoofing interferer. Since

the Rivest Algorithm increases its estimate v of the number of packets in the system each time a time slot

contains a collision, the collision-spoofing interferer will be able to trick the system into overestimating v.

Since the transmission probability q for all users is set as 1/v, an overestimate of the number of packets
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in the system will result in a transmission probability q that is smaller than the optimal value. In turn, the

smaller-than-optimal value of q will result in a suppressed channel and lost throughput. Therefore, a

means of mitigating a collision-spoofing interferer is of interest in order to ensure that the DS/ALOHA

system achieves as high a throughput as possible.

An effective means of mitigating a collision-spoofing interferer is to implement a collision detection

scheme for a system using code switching. Code switching allows the system to differentiate between a

real collision, which will be present in the channel for the entire time slot period, and an imitated collision

transmitted by the interferer, which will only be present in the channel intermittently during the time slot

period because the interferer has to guess which DS codes the system is using. It is assumed that the

system can perform a collision detection test on a per-symbol basis to determine whether the current

time slot contains a hole or a genuine collision. If symbol periods are sampled from portions of the

transmitted packet that use different DS codes, then each symbol will have an independent probability a

of being affected by the channel-selective interferer. Therefore, if the length of the packet transmitted in

each time slot is LP bits, and the DS code used by the channel is changed after every NB bit periods, then

the maximum number of independent identically distributed (lID) symbol periods Nsym the system can

observe during a single time slot is:

Nsym = , (5.23)

where [Lp/NB1 is the number of times the system changes its DS code during a single time slot. It is

assumed that each collision detection test performed on the Nsym symbol periods has a probability Pd of

correctly detecting a collision and a probability Pf of mistakenly identifying a hole as a collision (a false
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alarm). The total probability of a false alarm Pf,T from error in the collision detection test and the collision-

spoofing interferer, is then:

PfT = Pd+ l- -- )Pf , (5.24)

where it is assumed that the collision detection test has the same probability Pd of interpreting a

transmission from the collision-spoofing interferer as a collision as it does of detecting a genuine collision.

Note that the total probability of correctly detecting a collision is simply Pd since it is assumed that the

collision-spoofing interferer has no effect on a time slot where a genuine collision occurs. As long as Pd is

greater than Pf,T, the system is expected to see more of the Nsym independent collision detection tests

declare that a collision has occurred when a genuine collision occurs on the channel than when a collision-

spoofing interferer is trying to generate a fake collision on a hole slot. Therefore, for Pd > Pf,T, the system

can specify some threshold r7 of collision detection tests that select a collision as having occurred that is

more likely to be exceeded by a genuine collision than a fake collision.

The probability PD that a genuine collision is correctly detected by the system's Nsym collision detection

tests is equal to the probability that the number of collision detection tests that declare that a collision

has occurred is greater than or equal to 77 when a genuine collision occurs. Since the Nsym collision

detection tests are lID, the probability of correctly detecting a collision PD can be upper-bounded using

the Chernoff Bound:

PD 1( Pd + (1 -syPdr-7Pd fO7 > NymPd (5.25)
Nsym - 77 77 - r7 Pd
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See Appendix D.3 for a derivation of this result. The probability PFA that the system generates a "false

alarm" by interpreting a fake collision as a genuine collision is equal to the probability that the number of

collision detection tests that declare that a collision has occurred is greater than or equal to ? during a

hole slot. The probability of a false alarm PFA can be upper-bounded in a similar manner to PD using the

Chernoff Bound:

\i-rP, N Nsmf, - 1J PfT'\
PFA '5 1 ~~ Pf,T + for 7 > Nsym f,T (5.26)

Nsym - 77) 77 - 77Pf,T

See Appendix D.3 for a derivation of this result. Given the results in (5.25) and (5.26), the tradeoff between

the system's ability to detect genuine collisions and is susceptibility to collision-spoofing can be seen in

the relationship of PD and PFA to ql. Decreasing the threshold r7 increases the probability of detecting

genuine collisions PD, but it also increases the probability of the system generating a false alarm PFA on

hole slots. A plot of PD versus PFA for corresponding values of 7j, and different fractions of channels a

affected by the collision-spoofing interferer, is given in Fig. 110.
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Note that the results in Fig. 110 are based on the assumptions that a 1,000 bit packet changes its codes

every 10 bit periods (resulting in Nsys = 100 possible independent symbol period tests) and that a fairly

accurate collision detection test is used with Pd = 0.8 and Pf = 0.2. We see from Fig. 110 that the system

can achieve a high probability of detection (maximum in each case is PD = 0.9688) with a relatively low

probability of false alarm (worst case is PFA = 0.000207 at PD = 0.9688 for a = 0.7). Thus, by

performing Nsym independent collision detection tests and specifying the appropriate threshold rn, the

system can accurately discriminate between genuine collisions and attempts by the collision-spoofing

interferer to disguise hole slots as collisions. It should be noted that PD can be larger than 0.9688 since

the threshold 7 can be decreased below NsymPd and NsymPf,T. However, the bounds developed in (5.25)
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and (5.26) cannot be used in these cases because 77 falls outside the range where the Chernoff Bound is

defined.

5.4 Summary

This chapter explored possible attack strategies an adversary may use against the MAC layer of the

DS/ALOHA system and developed techniques for mitigating their effectiveness. Section 5.1 analyzed the

effectiveness of a channel-selective interferer in degrading the performance of the Rivest Algorithm and

developed a modified algorithm to account for the interferer's behavior. The modified Rivest Algorithm

was shown to have superior performance to the original Rivest Algorithm when an interferer is present in

the channel. Next, Section 5.2 demonstrated that adding code switching to the channel can reduce the

impact of a channel-selective interferer on the Rivest Algorithm. Pairing code switching with high rate

coding was also shown to significantly improve the channel's maximum achievable throughput when an

interferer is present. Finally, Section 5.3 introduced the concept of a collision-spoofing interferer and

developed a strategy for protecting the channel from this form of interference by combing code switching

with a method for detecting genuine collisions.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Future SATCOM systems must be able to meet dynamic user traffic demands while operating in highly

contested environments. For this reason, a dynamic random multiple-access scheme is needed that is

both robust to intentional interference and has a low probability of intercept by an adversary. A system

using a slotted ALOHA protocol and direct sequence spectrum spreading is one promising solution to the

robust random multiple-access problem.

This thesis began with a description of the combined DS/ALOHA system in Chapter 2 that can support a

large number of channels operating in the presence of a powerful transportable interferer. It was also

shown in Chapter 3 that the DS/ALOHA system can respond to dynamic user traffic and can provide dual-

class service to ensure that priority users are given preferential treatment. Chapter 4 analyzed several

physical layer attack strategies available to the transportable interferer, and demonstrated that simple

channel-hardening techniques such as repeat coding and DS code switching can effectively mitigate these

attack vectors. A similar analysis of attack strategies against the MAC layer was made in Chapter 5, where

repeat coding and code switching were once again shown to offer sufficient protection against these

attacks.

As wireless communication technology continues to progress, so too will the capabilities of potential

adversaries. Future work in dynamic and robust random multiple-access schemes for SATCOM
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applications will have to consider the attack strategies available to more complex and powerful

interference platforms. Attacks against higher network layers, such as the network and transport layers,

will also have to be considered and will require effective mitigation techniques. As interference platforms

become more complex, it will also be necessary to develop additional techniques to estimate their

behavior including the power levels, waveforms, and frequency bands that are used in their attacks.

Future user demands will also drive design choices for SATCOM systems. As the number of terminals with

SATCOM capabilities increases, the circuit-oriented architectures of existing systems will struggle to meet

the increase in bursty user traffic. Thus, a random multiple-access mode will be of vital importance in

future SATCOM systems in order to meet the highly dynamic traffic of future users. Future work in this

area will better define the user requirements for SATCOM systems and distill them into various classes of

service. Different multiple-access schemes can then be explored to determine the best scheme to support

each class of service.

The development of the next generation of SATCOM systems requires a good understanding of the

challenges and demands these systems will face during their lifetime. As advances in technology continue

to change the environment in which these systems operate, it is essential that the design of these systems

anticipates how such changes will affect their ability to meet user demands. Given the complexity of future

threats, much work remains to ensure that these systems are protected against as many attack vectors as

possible. This work has identified some of the challenges faced by future SATCOM systems, and the

mitigation techniques explored here will hopefully serve as a foundation for future work to develop robust

random multiple-access schemes.
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Appendix A

Derivations for Equations in Chapter 2

A.1 Physical Parameter Calculations for Section 2.1.3

The EIRP of the transmitter is simply the transmitter power PTx multiplied by the gain of its antenna GTX:

ETx - PTxGTX ,

where PTx has been specified as 10 watts and GTx has the following form for and antenna beam width of

10 degrees [16]:

41(
GTX b 4=t

beam width2

Therefore:

ETX = 4120 watts

For a receiver antenna with a diameter of 10 meters [16]:

~2 d 2eR
rR dxeRX

GRX =

181

4r
~ 2z412

71 xTcrad2
101X800)



where dRx is the receiver antenna diameter (3 meters), eRx is the receiver antenna efficiency

(conservative estimate of 0.7 is used), and AC is the wavelength of the center frequency of the band being

used. For a center frequency of 44.5 GHz, Ac is:

A 2.9979 x 108 ~/s ;t 0.006737 meters
= 44.5 GHz

Therefore:

GRX = 1,369,958

The path loss is:

A 2

Fp 41r L '

where L is the signal path distance in meters which is 35,786,000 meters for a geosynchronous orbit. At

this distance the path loss is:

F ~t 2.2443 x 10-22

The data signal bandwidth Wd is simply the spread signal bandwidth Wss divided by the processing gain

and varies with the number of shift registers used ns:

_wss

Wd = - 1
2ns - I
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The noise power spectral density No is [19]:

No = kTFsys

where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.3806 x 10-23 WIK Hz), T is the receiver antenna temperature

in Kelvin, and Fys is the system loss of the receiver which is assumed to be 2 dB. The receiver temperature

can be determined by solving for the value of T that satisfies the thermal equilibrium equation [20]:

qin = qout ,

where qin is the heat energy per unit time (in watts) absorbed by the receiver and qout is the heat energy

per unit time (in watts) emitted by the receiver [20]. An expression for qin is [20]:

qin = asatARx(135 8 + 237 + 30 W/m 2 ) ,

where asat is the thermal absorptivity of the receiver, ARX is the area of the receiver, and 1625 W/m 2 is

the total thermal energy per unit time per square meter that is input to the receiver from solar radiation

(1358 W/m 2), earth shine (237 W/m 2 ), and albedo (30 W/m 2 ) [20]. An expression for qout is [20]:

gout = USBEsatARXT

where USB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10-8 W/m 2 - K 4 ) and Esat is the thermal emissivity

of the receiver [20]. Substituting the expressions for qij and qout into the thermal equilibrium equation

and solving for T yields:
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T = asat(1625 W/m2) 1/4

\ SBEsat /

Note that this result is independent of ARX since it is assumed that the same receiver area is absorbing

and emitting thermal energy. From [19] a common choice for satellite coatings is white paint coating

which has a thermal absorptivity of asat = 0.21 and a thermal emissivity of Esat = 0.9. Substituting these

values into the expression above results in a receiver temperature of T = 285.96 K. Substituting this

value into the expression for noise power spectral density yields:

No 6.25 x 10-21 W/Hz

A.2 Supporting Calculations for Section 2.1.4.2

For a 100 Giga-sample per second input, a real-valued FFT is performed over the frequency range of 0 to

50 GHz. FFT bins must be no smaller than the data signal bandwidth of interest in order to ensure reliable

detection and require two points per bin. The number of FFT points NFFT required is then:

50 GHz 2 points
NFFT = k X x 4.17 x i0~

2.4kHz bin
bin

However, for a split-radix FFT NFFT must be a power of 2. The closest power of 2 is NFFT 226 6.71 X

107. The number of flops required for a NFFT point FFT is [12]:

Nflop = 4 - NFFT lOg2(NFFT) - 6 - NFFT + 8

Assuming that each flop of the FFT requires a flop of overhead, N lop becomes:
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Nflop = 8' NFFT log2(NFFT) - 12 - NFFT + 16

Therefore, for NFFT = 226 the number of flops required is 13.154 Giga-flops.
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Appendix B

Derivations for Equations in Chapter 3

B.1 Derivation of Expected Delay for Section 3.1.1

For a packet to be successfully transmitted it must first pass its transmission test and then transmit on a

where no other users transmit. Given a number of packets waiting for transmission N, the time a packet

spends in the ALOHA channel T is expressed as:

Tw = (NA + NRTT)NTxLPTb

where NA is random variable modelling the number of ALOHA slots required for a user to pass its test to

transmit with probability q, NRTT is the number of slots in a single round trip time, NTx is a random

variable modelling the number of attempted transmissions required to successfully transmit the packet,

LP is the packet length in bits, and Tb is the data bit period. The expression (NA + NRTT) models the

aggregate number of ALOHA slots per attempted transmission of a packet since the user takes NA slots to

attempt a transmission and then must wait NRTT slots for feedback. The expression LpTb models the

amount of time occupied by a single ALOHA slot. Assuming that the random variables NA and NTx are

independent, the expected value of T, is then:

E[Tw] = E[(NA + NRTT)NTxLpT] = (E[NA] + NRTT)E[NTx]LpTb
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The random variable NA is geometrically distributed with parameter q = 1/v and mean v. The random

variable NTx is also geometrically distributed with a parameter PN-1 which is equal to the probability that

the other N - 1 users do not transmit on a given slot. This probability can be expressed as:

PN-1 N-1
PN-1 = (-V)N

Which converges to e-1 for sufficiently large N (assuming that v z N). Since delay is primarily of interest

to the when it is long, it is reasonable to assume that N is sufficiently large to yield PN-1 e 1. The

random variable NTx is then geometrically distributed with parameter e-1 and mean e. Substituting the

mean values of NA and NTx into the previous expression for E[Tw] yields:

E[Tw] = e(v + NRTT)LpTb

B.2 Derivation of Expected Delay for Section 3.1.2

The expected delay for the continuous transmission attempt scheme can be derived in a similar manner

to the expected delay for the wait-for-feedback scheme with the following modification:

TW = (NA NTX + NRTT)LPTb ,

where only NA is multiplied by NTx since users do not wait for feedback before attempting retransmission,

but won't know if a particular retransmission was successful until NRTT slot later. Following the same logic

from Appendix B.1, the expected delay is now:

E[Tw] = (e -v + NRTT)LPTb
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B.3 Derivation of Expected Delay for Section 3.3.4

For the packet from a strict time deadline user to be transmitted successfully, one of the repeated

transmissions of the packet must occur on a hole slot. The time a packet from a strict time deadline user

spends in the ALOHA channel Tw can be expressed as:

TW = (Ns + NRTTNTx)LpTb,

where NTx is a random variable modelling the number of repeated transmission attempts, each with NReP

repeated transmissions, required for a successful transmission of the time deadline packet. The variables

NTx, Lp, and Tb are treated as constants representing the number of ALOHA slots in a RTT, the packet

length in bits, and the data bit period, respectively. Note that the expression above is similar to the

equation from Appendix B.1 except that the random variable NA is replaced by the random variable Ns

modelling the number of repeated transmissions that occur before the first successful transmission of the

time deadline packet, given that a successful transmission occurred within the NRep repeated

transmissions. The expected delay E[Tw] is then:

E[Tw] = E[(Ns + NRTTNTx)LpTb] = (E[Ns] + NRTTE[NTx])LPTb

where it is assumed that the random variables Ns and NTx are independent. The random variable NTx

has a geometric distribution with parameter p equal to the probability that a single set of NRep

transmissions results in at least one successful transmission of the packet. The parameter p has the form:

p = 1 - Pr{no successes} = 1 - (1 - e- 1 )NRep ,
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where it is assumed from [4] that the probability of a hole is e-1 and therefore the probability of all of the

repeated transmissions occurring on slots other than holes is (1 - e-1 )NRep. Since the expectation of a

geometric distribution with parameter p is equal to p~1, the expected value of NTx is:

1
E[NTx] 1 - - e)NRep

Therefore, the final form of E[T,] is:

E[Tw] = (E[Ns] + - (1 RTT ) LpTb
1 - (1 - e-l e

The number of transmissions required for a successful transmission conditioned on a success occurring

within the NRep transmissions of a single attempt Ns has the following truncated and scaled geometric

distribution:

e -1(1 - e-l)ns-1

PN 5(ns) - -)NRep

0 , other

forns = 1, 2 , ... , Nep

wise

The expected value of Ns is then:

NRep NRep
V., 1

E[Ns] = L sPN s) s 1 ) ns-1
n~= 11 - (1 - e-1)NRePns=s s=1

Simplifying the expression above:
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E[Ns] = 1 1 - NRpe-'(1 - e-1)NRep - (1 - -
1 )NRep

1 - (1 - e1)NReP-1

Combining the quotients results in the final form:

1 - NRepe 1 (1 - e 1 )NRep - ( - -
1 )NRep

e-1 - e- 1 (1 - e -1)NRep

The expected delay for the other users when a user with a strict time deadline is present on the channel

has the familiar form from Appendix B.1:

E[Tw] = E[(N + NRTT)NTxLpTb] = (E[NA] + NRTT)E[NTx]LpTb

where E[NA] is again equal to v. The number of transmission attempts required NTx is now geometrically

distributed with parameter p equal to:

P = PN-2 clear

where PN-2 is the probability that the other N - 2 users do not transmit on the ALOHA slot during which

a transmission attempt occurs and Pciear is the probability that the time deadline user is not performing

a repeated transmission on the slot. Note that these probabilities are independent. Following a similar

justification to Appendix B.1, the value of PN-2 is approximated as e~1. The probability Pclear is

approximated as the average fraction of ALOHA slots that remain clear of time deadline user transmissions

in a single RTT. Note that it is assumed that only one time deadline packet is present during each RTT. The

value of Pclear is then approximated as:
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Pc1ear
NRTT - NRep

NRTT

Therefore, since the expected value of the geometric distribution for NTx is equal to p-1, the expression

for E [NTx] is:

E[NTx] = e
NRTT

NRTT - N ep)

Substituting the expressions for E[NA] and E[NTx] into the expression for E[T,] leads to the final form:

E[Tw] =
e -NRTT(V + NRTT)LpT

NRTT - NRep
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Appendix C

Derivations for Equations in Chapter 4

C.1 SNR Derivations for Section 4.1.1

The signal-to-noise ratio is essentially a ratio of received signal power to received noise and interference

power. In its most basic form, the SNR in the presence of an interferer is then:

SNR = ETxGRXFp
EGRX F + NO Wd

where it is assumed that the interferer's signal is additive with the ambient channel noise. Note that

signals from the user and interferer are able to take advantage of the receiver antenna's gain GRX while

the ambient noise is not. Additionally, the user and interferer's signals suffer attenuation due to path loss

Fp while the ambient noise does not. The expression above does not account for power advantages

provided to the user through the use of antenna nulling spectrum spreading. When both antenna nulling

and a spread spectrum technique such as DS spreading is introduced, the broadband interferer's power

is further attenuated by a factor equal to GG of the system resulting in the expression:

SNR = ETXGRXFp
EIGRX Fp Gl-1 Gi-j + NoWd
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Using the expression above as a starting point, the SNR for the downlink of the SATCOM system acting as

a relay can be developed by noting that modifications must be made to ETx and El to model the power

robbing that occurs on the uplink. Both ETx and E, must be converted to a fraction of the EIRP available

for transmission by the satellite Esat which is proportional to the strength of the signals received by the

satellite on its uplink. The total signal strength observed PTotal by the uplink channel of the satellite is

simply the sum of the power from user signals and the interferer signal:

PTotai = (1 - e~')NcETxGRXF + EIGRXFpG?-'

where it is assumed that (1 - e- 1) of the channels will have signals on them with a transmitted EIRP of

ETx at any given time. This assumption is based on the fact that the probability of a success or collision

occurring on an ALOHA slot is 1 - e~1 when the ALOHA channel is operating at full capacity [4]. Note that

the processing gain does not affect the interferer's ability to siphon power from the downlink since no

signal processing is performed. The fraction of Esat that is devoted to the interferer's signal r, is given by

the following expression:

EIGRXFpGnl

(1 - e-')NcETxGRXF + EIGRXFpGn1

Which simplifies to:

E, Gn-1
ri (1 - e'-)NcEx + EIGn1

Similarly, the fraction of Esat devoted to signals from legitimate users ru has the following form:
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(1 - e'-)NcETX
rU=

(1 - e-')NcETx + EIGI-j

Using the expressions for r, and ru the previous expression for SNR can be modified to incorporate the

effect of power robbing by noting that ETX = [Esatru]/[(1 - e 1 ')Nc] and E, = Esatr. The additional

term of (1 - e-')Nc in the expression for ETX is used to take into account that the total power available

for signals from legitimate users must be divided among all active channels. The expression for the SNR

for the downlink case is then:

Esatru
_ (1 - e -)Nc GRXFP

EsatrGRxFpGp-1 Gn1 + NoWd

Substituting in using the expressions for r, and ru yields:

Esat (1 - e ')NcETX _ XF

SNR = (1 - e 1 )Nc ((1 - e-')NCETX + E1 Gn1,GRXF

Esat ((- E1 G + GRxFpG- 1 G -1 + NOWd(1-e-')NcETx + E1 G, 1)

Some simplifying of the expression above leads to the final form:

SN RR = Esat )ETXNC + GT-E1 GRxFP

Esat (1- 1 )En + G-1 E1 GRXFPG1 + NOWd
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The SNR for the uplink of the system using onboard signal processing has the same form as the generic

expression for SNR developed previously in this section since power robbing does not occur in this

scheme. Therefore, SNRup has the following form:

SNR ETXGRXFp
NUP EIGRX Fp G-G;'Q + NOWd

The SNR for the downlink of the onboard processing scheme is derived from the generic SNR case by

noting that there is on interferer signal present on the downlink due to the signal processing performed

on the uplink. This leads to the expression:

SNR =ETxGRXFp
No Wd

However, the transmitted downlink power per user signal is no longer ETX, but is rather Esat divided

equally among the (1 - e&')Nc channels that are expected to be active at any given time. Therefore, the

final expression for SNRDP is:

SNRDP = EsatGRXFp
(1 - e'-)Nc NoWd

C.2 Derivation of Limit for Section 4.1.2

In order to derive I/SReq for the power-limited case, it is first necessary to understand how it is derived

in the generic case. Assuming that ambient noise power is negligible compared to the interferer's power,

the expression for EbINT in the generic case is:
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ENT = Gn ETxFpGRX/Wd
EJFpGRx/WSS

where the interferer must spread its power over W, while the user can spread its power over the

narrower band Wd. Simplifying and rearranging the equation above yields:

Ws/Wd
EI/E~x = Eb/NT

Noting that I/SReq is equivalent to E/ETX:

Wss/Wd
I/S =G EbNT

A similar method can be employed to determine JISRob. Letting NT = N, + No, where N, is the power

spectral density of the broadband interferer in watts per hertz, the expression for Eb/NT for the power

robbing case is:

( Esat ( (1 - e-')NcETX \ FpGRx
(1 - e-k)Nc/ \(1 - e ')NcETx + EG-1' WdI

EbINT =( EI G -1 F Gx
No + Esat _ e 1)NCETx + EPG-I W 5 I

where the satellite downlink EIRP that is allocated to user signals is assumed to be evenly split among the

(1 - e- 1 )Nc channels expected to be active. Note that the principle change between the expression for

Eb/NT above and the expression for the generic case is that ETx and E have been replaced by the portion

of Esat that is allocated to each signal type. Simplifying the expression above yields:
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ETXWsS
E7 /NAl =
'-b "T - NoWdWss((1 - e-1 )NC ETX + E1G)-') + EJGnjWd

EsatFpGRX

Rearranging:

ETXWss = NoWdWss((1 - e-)Nc ETX + ElG71)(Eb /NT) + EIG;1 Wd(Eb/NT)
EsatFp GRX

= E, NoWdWsGlW(Eb/NT) + Gn 'Wd(Eb/NT)
Esat FpGRXI

Wss[EsatFGRX - (1 - e&1)NcWNo(Eb/NT)/
Gn1 ( Eb / WssW No + G;-1 (Eb /NT)Wd Esat F GRX

Noting that IISROb is equivalent to EI/ETX:

_ Wss[EsatFGRX - (1 - e- 1)NcWNo(Eb/NT)]

"Rob -1 (Eb /NT) WssWd No + G;-1 (Eb /NT)W Esat F GRX

The limiting value I/SLimit can be expressed as:

i - 1 i Wss[EsatFGRX - (1 - e'1)NcWNo(Eb/NT)
Lii= imI Ioo I

LtWss-0Co Ro Wss-+ o G -(E /rWs ~+n bEIN7)WdEsatFpGnW~4O W~O Gn EbINT) WssWdNO + G-'(Eb/TW stpRX

The numerator and denominator of the expression above both approach infinity in the limit, necessitating

the application of L'Hospital's Rule:
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II/Limit = lim
Lmt Wss -oo

Esat FpGRX - (1 - e-')NcWdNO(Eb/NT)

Gn 1(EbINT) WNo

Simplifying and rearranging:

S Esat Fp GRX
SLinit G- 1(Eb/NT)NOWd

( - e1 ')NcNoWd(Eb/NT)

Gn 1 (Eb/NT)No Wd

_ GnEsatFGRX _
S/S Limit - (EbINT)N0 W - Gn(1 - e )Nc
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Appendix D

Derivations for Equations in Chapter 5

D.1 Derivations of Results for Section 5.1.2

The unnormalized distribution of N given that a hole is observed is:

vne-v
P.(n) -H, (n) = - (1 - q)"

Letting w = 1 - q, and multiplying the right hand side of the equation above by e-"'/e-(1~q) yields:

(vw)"e-"
P,(n) - Hq (n) = - e+(1-q)

Noting that (vw)ne-w/n! is a Poisson distribution with mean vw, which will be written as Pv,(n), the

expression above can be simplified to:

P,(n) - Hq(n) = e-,q - Pvw,(n)

The unnormalized distribution of N given that a success is observed is:

P,(n) -Sq(n) =
vne-
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Letting w = 1 - q, and multiplying the right hand side of the equation above by evw"/e-v(-4) yields:

P,(n) -Sq(n) = (vw) - (1 - a)vq - e-v+v(1-q)
(n -)!

Noting that (vw)n-1 e-vw/(n - 1)! is a Poisson distribution with mean vw, which will be written as

Pvw(n - 1), the expression above can be simplified to:

Pv(n) - Sq(n) = (1 - a)vq Pv,,(n - 1)

Since the only possible outcomes for each slot are a hole, succession, or collision, the unnormalized

distribution of N given that a collision is observed is simply:

Pv (n) -Cq (n) = Pv (n) [1 - Hq (n) - Sq (n)]

Given that the number of packets in the system is approximated as a Poisson distribution with mean v,

the number of transmitted packets in a time slot NTs is also Poisson-distributed with mean vq. The

distribution of the number transmitted packets in a time slot Pvq(nTs) is used to normalize the conditional

distributions of N developed in this section to achieve the final conditional distributions. The final

distribution of N given that a hole is observed is:

PNeH(-) = Jq0(n) -vq . P )
SimplPiq() ~ e-vq

Simplifying the expression above yields:
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PNIH(n) = ()

The final distribution of N given that a success is observed is:

I.' - a)vq - e-,q - Pvw(n - 1) -vq - e~-vq Pvw(n - 1)
N|S - _( Ppq () -vq

Simplifying the expression above yields:

PN|s(n) = v - 1)

The final distribution of N given that a collision is observed is:

Pv(n) [1 - H(n) - Sq(n)]

| Pvq(0) - Pvq(1)

PJ (n) - [1 Hq (n) - Sq(n)]

- e vq (1 - a)vq -.- vq

The expectation of the final distribution of N given that a collision is observed is:

i -Pv(i) - [1 - Hq(i) - Sq(i)]

. 1-e- -(1 - a)vq -e-vq
i=1

(1 - a)(1 - q)'-l]

1 - e-vq - (1 - a)vq -e-,q

Simplifying:

v e-vq(a + eq + q - 2)
e-(eq- 1 - (1 - a)vq)

v(a + e" + q - 2)

evq - 1 - (1 - a)vq

Assuming that q = 1/v and that v > 1:
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va + ve + vq - 2v

e -1- (1- a)

v(e - 2 + a) +1

e-2+ a

1
E[NIC] = v + e 2 + a

D.2 Optimization for Section 5.1.3

The probability of observing Na time slots with transmissions for the interferer out of N time slots is:

PNaINhna(na) = () ana(1 - a)Nh-na
(n,,

The maximum likelihood hypothesis test selects the value a that maximizes the probability described

above. Differentiating with respect to a yields:

d
d PNaINhfa(nra )

N= 
) [ana(na - Nt)(1 - a)Nh-na-1 + naana( - a)Nh-na]

Optimizing:

d
da NaINhna (fa) [ana(na - Nh)(1 - a)Nh-na-l+ naana-11 - a)Nh-na]

0 = ana(na - Nh)(1 - a)Nh-na-1 + nana-'(1 - a)Nh-na

0 = a(na - Nh) + na(l - a)
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0 = ana - aNh + na -an,

aNh =na

a = na/Nh

Therefore, choosing a = Na/Nh maximizes the probability of choosing the correct value of a.

D.3 Derivation of Chernoff Bound for Section 5.3

Let Zi be a binary random variable modelling the outcome of the ith collision detection test. The

conditional distributions of Zi are then:

ZiIcollision =

1,
Zilhole = ,

o, W.P

W. P. Pf,T
W. P. 1 - Pfa-

The aggregate outcome on the Nsym independent collision detection tests can then be modelled as a

random variable SN with the form:

Nsym

SN =Zi
i=1

The probability of the system detecting a genuine collision PD, given the threshold value r7, is then:

PD PrSN ! iilcollision)
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Similarly, the probability of the system generating a false alarm PFA (declaring a hole slot a collision) is:

PFA = Pr{SN i|lhole)

Since SN is the sum of IID random variables, it can be upper-bounded using the Chernoff Bound [21]:

Pr{SN 17} )5 exp Nsym Yz (r) - r N sym)
for r r 

0,r e I Z) ,

where yz(r) is the natural logarithm of the moment generating function of Zi and I(Z) is the interval

over which the moment generating function of Zi exists [21]. Since Zi is a binary random variable [21]:

Yz(r) = ln(1- p + per)

where p is the probability that Zi = 1. Minimizing yz(r) - rrl/Nsym to obtain the tightest upper bound

on PD and PFA:

d
- ()
dr

77 per 1
-r ) = -= 0

Nsym 1 - p + per Nsym

per 7 (1 p+per)
sym

PNsym - 17P) r
Nsymj

_ 17 -P
Nsym

r* = In ( -7P )
(pNsym - 71P;
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Since r > 0 and ln(x) 0 for x 1, the following condition is placed on rj:

77 - 77p >
PNsym - liP

17 - lip pNsym - lip

7 PNsym

Substituting r* into the bound on SN:

Pr{SN 71 exprNsym n 1 - p + p - exp n
I pNsym - 77Pj

li In
Nsym ( 1 - l p-PNsym - liP 11

Simplifying:

Pr{SN 7i)} exp Nsyml1n 1 - P + -( ) - nI
I Nsym - r' 7 pNsym - 77P

Pr{SN 1 7) exp n

Pr{SN ) 7 exp 1n 1 1

Pr{SN 7) < (

S-p+ N7 ym T7 Nsym

Nsym - 77)

-P+ -7 Nyi

- sym 7 sy

Nsym -17

+ 1n {pNsym - iP)]

f( 77 lP "1

xP In {( pNsym - 17P

PNsym - liP 7

77 - 77 P
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Noting that p = Pd given a genuine collision and p = Pf,T given a hole, PD and PFA can be expressed as:

PD = Pr{SN 7i|Collision) 5
(1

-PC, + 7-7Pd Ny

Nsym - Ti

77 - ( 7Pd)
PD D 1 - Pd +

Nsym - 77)

( NsymPd - 77Pd 7

f -7 'Pd

for rl PdNsym

PFA = PrISN zilhole) 1 - Pf,T N 'PfT' Ns symPfT 7 7PfTJ
Nsym - 77) 77 - 7?Pf,T

PFA 1 - Pf,T +
Nsym -1 77

Nsym f,T - 7 1Pf,T "

77 - 77 Pf,T
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